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GEOMETRICAL EVOLUTION OF DEVELOPED INTERFACES

PIERO DE MOTTONI AND MICHELLE SCHATZMAN

Abstract. Consider the reaction-diffusion equation in R"xR+ : ut-h2Au +

<p{u) = 0 ; <p is the derivative of a bistable potential with wells of equal depth

and A is a small parameter. If the initial data has an interface, we give an

asymptotic expansion of arbitrarily high order and error estimates valid up to

time 0(h~2). At lowest order, the interface evolves normally, with a velocity

proportional to the mean curvature.

Résumé. Soit l'équation de réaction-diffusion dans R* x R+ , ut — h1 Au +

ç»(«) = 0, avec q> la dérivée d'un potentiel bistable à puits également profonds

et h un petit paramètre. Pour une condition initiale possédant une interface,

on donne un développement asymptotique d'ordre arbitrairement élevé, ainsi

que des estimations d'erreur valides jusqu'à un temps en 0(h~2) . A l'ordre

le plus bas, l'interface évolue normalement, à une vitesse proportionnelle à la

courbure moyenne.

1. Introduction

1.1. Orientation. Let O(m) be an even smooth function, having the shape

given in Figure 1.1, and let (¡> — <t>'. The exact condition satisfied by <¡> and </>

are specified as follows:

(1.1)

'4>(u)<0, Vt/G(0, 1),     <f>(u) >0, Vwe(l, +oo),

f(l)>0,

lrf(r)>0, Vr^O.

Let h > 0 be a small parameter; consider the semilinear parabolic equation

in RN x R+ , N> I

(1.2) ^--h2Au + cf>(u) = 0
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Figure 1.1. The functions 4> and <f>

with initial condition

(1.3) u(x, 0) = u0(x),        xeRN.

Our problem arises naturally when studying transition between phases which

are equally probable, and one is not interested in the microscopic properties

of the interface. Equation (1.2) can be derived from the time-dependent real
Ginzburg-Landau model [KaOh], and our u can be understood as an order
parameter.

We show that if «o is in ^(l") (1.2), (1.3) possesses a unique solution,

and we give estimates for large times of all the derivatives of u (§2).

For not too large times, the solution of (1.2) with smooth initial data Mo

behaves as if there were no diffusion. In particular, it tends to ± 1, according

to the sign of the initial data. We choose initial data which are bounded away

from zero for large |jc| . When the gradient of u is large enough (namely,

|Vm| = 0(1 fh)), the diffusion balances the kinetic effects. The solution of
(1.2), (1.3) stays smooth because of the diffusion, but it develops transition

zones between the regions where u ~ 1 and u-1, in which |Vw| is very

large. A dimensional argument shows that the thickness of these transition
zones should be 0(h).

We are interested in the evolution of developed interfaces for large but not

infinite times, "developed" meaning that the initial condition has an interface.

The asymptotic for t -> +oo is not interesting: if liminf|;C|_0O Uq(x) > 0, then

it can be shown that lim(_+00 u(x, t) = +1, and symmetrically with respect to

w = 0.
The phenomena we consider are on the time scale h~2 , in contrast with the

one-dimensional case [CaPe], where the relevant time scale is exp(Cfh). Nev-

ertheless, the simple aspects of the one-dimensional case are the basic building

blocks for our analysis.
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Figure 1.2. The standing wave 0 and its derivative d

(1.4)

It is well known [Ka] that the problem

du     d2u

~dt~ dx2
+ (/)(u) = 0, X€

admits travelling wave solutions v(x-ct) which are standing, i.e., c = 0. This

holds because <P has minima of equal depth. Let 0 be the unique increasing

solution of

(1.5) -0" + </»(©) = 0

such that 0(0) = 0, and let 0 = 0'; see Figure 1.2. Clearly, &(x) converges

exponentially to ±1 as x —> ±oo. More precisely, there exist positive constants

ß and ß' suchthat:

(1 - Q(x) ~ ß' exp(-ßx),     for x -> +oo,

d(x)~ ßß'exp(-ßx),     forx^+oo,

d'(x)~-ß2ß'exp(-ßx),     forx-»+oo,

with similar expressions as x tends to -oo .
The linearization of ( 1.4) around 0 suggests that we consider the unbounded

operator A in L2(R) defined by by

(1.7) D(A) = H2(R) ;    Au = -u" + </>''(B)u.

which is clearly selfadjoint because </>'(©) is real and bounded. An essential

property of A is summarized in the following statements:

The infimum of the spectrum of A is the isolated simple eigenvalue 0 ;

the corresponding eigenspace is spanned by d.

Indeed, if we differentiate (1.5), we can see that d satisfies

(1.9) -0" +(¿'(0)0 = 0,

(1.8)
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i.e., 0 is in the kernel of A . As <f>'(l) = maxx <f>'(Q(x)), we know from [AcGl]

that the intersection of the spectrum of A with (-00, <p'(l)) contains only

eigenvalues. Since 0 does not vanish, 0 is a simple eigenvalue.

That zero is the lowest eigenvalue of A is a geometrical fact, which expresses

the invariance of ( 1.4) with respect to space translations.

With the operator A we shall associate the Rayleigh quotient

(1.10) K>M = !{mlÍ«?)yl)ax
jy dx

defined for y G H1 (RN), y ^ 0. Here, and throughout the paper, the integrals—

if not otherwise specified—extend to the whole space. Clearly,

inf{R°[y] / y e HX(RN)} = 0.

It is well known that interfaces appear in the one-dimensional case [FMcL]; in

[MoSc2] we show that they develop in the TV-dimensional case as well.

The first guess for an approximate solution of (1.2) is

o.,,, u=e(A°y>),

where A°(x, s) is the algebraic distance from x eRN to a certain hypersurface

Y°(h2t) (namely, A0 is the Euclidean distance on one side of r° and minus

the Euclidean distance on the other side); the slow time scale s = h2t will be

justified by the following considerations: If we apply d/dt - h2A + <f> to (1.11)
we obtain

(1.12)

(j-t-h2Aju + (p(u)

= hd (A°y}) ¿A0(x, h2t) - e" (A°y>) IVAV, h2t)\2

_ he fA?(x^h2t)\ ^{x ( h2() + ^(m)

If r°(j) is smooth, the distance to Y°(s) is smooth in a tubular neighbour-
hood

V*(s) = {x/ dist(x, r°(j)) < k},

where dist(x, A) is the Euclidean distance from x to a set A, and

(1.13) |VA°(jc, 5)| = 1    in^°(s)

Therefore (1.12) becomes by virtue of (1.5)

(J-( - h2A^j u + 4>(u)

-■«(^)(£-"').*-**

The function 0(x) takes its maximum at x = 0. To make the right-hand
side of (1.12) as small as possible, it is necessary to have

(1.15) (^--AA°yx,s) = 0,       xeY°(s).
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Relations (1.13) and (1.15) together govern the evolution of Y°(s).
As will be shown in subsection 1.2, the lowest order term (1.15) for the

evolution of the interface is what geometers call motion by mean curvature: the

velocity of the hypersurface is normal and proportional to the mean curvature.

In other words, the global picture is essentially a dynamical Plateau Problem
[Bra].

The evolution problem for r°(s), specified by equations (1.13), (1.15) is

known to have a unique local solution, i.e., up to s < rsjng, where rsjng > 0.

Our approach to the problem consists in providing a sound mathematical

foundation to a Chapman-Enskog expansion, corresponding to the intuition

often put forward by physicists, that the leading term in the expansion should

describe the evolution of the interface by motion along the gradient of the

surface tension [AICa, KaOh, Sp].
In this article, we give an asymptotic expansion of arbitrary large order for

the solution of (1.2) with initial condition of the form

(1.16) UoW = e(%°>)

in the neighbourhood of r0 = {A°(x, 0) = 0} , which is supposed to be a TV-1-
dimensional compact manifold. The expansion is valid for times t < h~2T*,

where T* is any positive number less than rsing. The asymptotic expansion of

u is of the form

(1.17) u(x, t;h) ~5>; ÍMx,h2t;h) ^ £(^ ^ ft)   ^ ^ \ ^

V>0        ^ '

and the asymptotic expansion of the distance function to the interface is

A(x,s;h)^^£jA}(x,s)hi

Here Z(jc, h2t; h) describes tangential coordinates.
The expansion technique is fairly obvious: for all j we equate to zero the

coefficients of hJ in the expansion of the equation. The lowest order term v°

will be equal to S(ß). The second term v1 stays bounded for all time if we

require an orthogonality condition. This condition is exactly (1.15). It is a
fortunate circumstance that vl vanishes, but v2 does not, as long as r°(s) is

not flat (see the end of §3). So, in contrast to the one-dimensional case, the

exact solution cannot be closer to v° than an 0(h2) in L°° norm. At higher

order (j > 1 ), each vj satisfies an equation of the form

dvj
^- + AvJ = -PJ
at

with a source term Pj depending on vk and its derivatives (k < j - 2), and

on Ak and its derivatives ( k < j — 1 ). The v-i 's stay bounded for all time

if the source term is orthogonal for large t 's to the kernel of the operator A .

This leads to an equation for Aj of the form

E*¿-ar*(s)Aj_C{(f}S)Aj = QJt
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where Ar (i) is the Laplace operator of the manifold r°(s), equipped with

the metric induced by RN, C(a, s) is the sum of the squares of the scalar

curvatures, and QJ0 depends only on A4 ( k < j - 2 ), and lini(_+0O vk ( k <

y-2) (S3).
All the terms in the asymptotic expansion are estimated in a number of func-

tional spaces. In particular we show that for j > 1 the quantity \vj(p, a, s, t)\

converges exponentially to zero as p tends to infinity, uniformly in a, s, t.

This enables us to extend the expansion (1.17) defined on a tubular neighbour-

hood of Y°(s) as a C°° function on RN. Then we estimate in L2 and L°°

the remainder pq'h = (d/dt-h2A)uq'h+ <fi(uq'h) where uq'h is the expansion

truncated at q terms (§4). We have to estimate the derivatives of any order
in s and a because we perform an inductive proof which involves more and

more differentiations.

The estimates on the remainder enable to appreciate the error made when

taking the truncated expansion in place of the true solution. The idea of the

error estimate is the following: v be the exact solution of ( 1.2) with initial data

(1.3). The difference w = v - uq'h satisfies

^ - h2Aw + (¡>'(uq'h) = -pq-h- xp(uq-h, w)w2.
at

The remainder pq •h is small if we take q large enough, and xp is bounded

when its arguments are bounded. Estimates in L2 do not work because of the

nonlinear term on the right hand side. Therefore, we combine L2 and L°°

estimates in a bootstrap procedure, using connectedness in time. We provide

error bounds in L2 and L°° of the whole space (§6). It turns out that the

number of terms q we need to estimate the error increases linearly with the
space dimension N. This is why we need expansions of arbitrary order.

We can perform the L2 estimates because the spectrum of the selfadjoint

operator - h2A+<f>'(uq>h) can be estimated from below by -Ch2. The potential

<f)'(uq'h) is everywhere strictly positive except in a region of width O(h) around

the interface. Therefore, all the interesting phenomena happen very close to the
interface. This rough picture can be made precise by showing that if Çh is the

normalized eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue, then

/        (A2|VC|2 + ICI2) ¿x < C'<?-CA/*.
J-V[VhY

Here ^[Vh] is the set of points located at a distance less than Vh from the
interface. Hence we may reduce ourselves to a Neumann problem in a tubular

neighbourhood of the interface of width O(Vh). As we are interested in a

lower bound, we consider only the normal modes, which leads us to a collection

of Neumann problems depending on the tangential variable a as a parameter.

We deal with them by comparing them to a a-independent Neumann problem,

and by using precise perturbation techniques (§5).

The symmetry assumption we made on the potential <I> was introduced only

for convenience. We believe that all the results proved here go through for more

general potentials, the only essential requirement being that í> has two wells of
equal depth.

The compactness assumption on To is technical in nature. It could be re-

placed by suitable uniformity assumptions.
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Our analysis can be applied to the one-dimensional case: then all terms of

the asymptotic expansion are zero, except the term of order zero ; the same

situation, intuitively characterized by the absence of surface tension, prevails

in case of a flat interface. Using the same strategy as here, with less geometry

and more subtle estimates,since we must deal with exponentially small terms

the results of [CaPe, FuHa and Fu] can be recovered and made more precise,

as we will show in a forthcoming article; see subsection 1.3 for more detailed

bibliographic information.

The results we present here have been announced in [MoScl].

1.2. Motion by mean curvature. Let F be a fixed reference manifold, and let

a h-> X°(0, a, s) be a diffeomorphism between Y and r°(s). If v(a, s) is

the exterior normal to r°(s) at X°(0, a, s), we define

(1.18) X°(k,cT,s) = X0(0, a, s) + ku(a, s).

The mapping X°(.,.,s) is a diffeomorphism from [-1,2] xf to a tubu-

lar neighbourhood ^°(s) of r°(s). The inverse diffeomorphism is x h

(A°(x, s),lP(x, s)). This can be expressed as

(1.19) x = X0(A°(x,s)Il°(x,s),s),    Vx€^°(i).

Without loss of generality, we may assume that

ß vO

(1.20) ^— (0,o-,s) is parallel to VA°(X°(0,o-, s)),     Vct, s.

This assumptions freezes the parametrization of Y°(s) by Y, up to a reparame-

trization of Y which does not depend on time (Lemma 3.3). If we differentiate

(1.19) with respect to s, we obtain

0 =^-(A°(x,s),lP(x,s),s)^(x,s)

(!-21) +^(x,s)-X°(A0(x,s),Z°(x,s),s)

ßVO
+ ^-(A°(x,s),-L°(x,s),s).

Here (dlP/ds)-X° denotes the action of the vector field dlP/ds on Xo (dif-

ferentiation of Xo in the direction of dlP/ds ). This vector field notation will

be repeatedly used throughout the paper.

Relation (1.18) implies that

nvO

(1.22) ^-(A°(x,s),lP(x,s),s) = u(T°(x,s),s),    Vx G Y°(s).

Relation (1.21) becomes, by virtue of (1.20), (1.22) and the equation for A0

(1.15)
ßvO

(1.23) ^-(A°(x,í),S°(x,í),5) = -^(x,5)AA0(x,5),    Vx G r°(j).
¿75

A calculation in local coordinates shows that AA°(x, s) is the mean curvature

of Y°(s), i.e., the sum of the scalar curvatures. The sign convention is that the

mean curvature of a convex hypersurface is positive. Thus (1.23) is precisely
the motion by mean curvature.
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1.3. Bibliographical remarks. Equation (1.2) has been proposed to describe

the dynamics of various allloys such as Fe3Al, N¿3Mn and CuZn which un-
dergo an order-disorder transition. In such a model, the order parameter is not

conserved. Such interfaces are called antiphase boundaries in the physical lit-

erature; the theory of antiphase boundary motion has been extensively studied

by Allen and Cahn. They predicted that the motion of a gently curved inter-

face is proportional to its mean curvature [AICa]. The dynamics of first order

phase transitions is a very active subject in physics. The reader is referred to

the extensive review [GuSMSa] for an introduction to the physicists' point of

view.

The stationary problem for (1.2), possibly coupled with a mass constraint,

has been studied in [Gu, KoSt, GuMa, Mo, LuMo and CaGuSl]. The evolution

problem in one dimension has been tackled by [Ne], and has been developed

by [CaPe, FuHa, Fu, BroKol]. L. Bronsard and R. V. Kohn [Bro, BroKo2]
worked out the ./V-dimensional case under the assumption of radial symmetry;

their methods are very different from ours. J. Rubinstein, P. Steinberg and

J. Keller [RuStKe] have obtained by formal asymptotics the lowest order term

of the expansion in two dimensional space, and moreover they consider the

interaction with boundaries. Related results have been obtained independently

by Danilov and Subochev [DaSu]. A probabilistic approach was used by Freidlin

[Fre], Presutti [Pr], Benzi, Jona-Lasinio, Sutera [BeJoSu].

Related papers are [KaOh, CgFi, Cg, Fi, FiGi, FiHs, AnGu, Anl, An2, An3,
No].

Concerning the motion by mean curvature (see subsection 1.2), Hamilton

[Ha] has proved by Nash-Moser estimates that this problem has a unique solu-

tion locally in time; DeTurck [Dt] has reduced it to a nonlinear integrodifferen-

tial parabolic problem, Brakke [Bra] treats dynamical Plateau problems in the
frame of geometrical measure theory, and a number of articles consider more

specialized questions [Gr, GaHa, Hu].
After the present research project was completed, Chen [Ch] found a simpler

and shorter proof of the fact that interfaces move by mean curvature ; his proof

relies heavily on the maximum principle and works before singularities appear.

In a forthcoming paper [ESS], Evans, Soner and Souganidis show that interfaces

move by mean curvature, even beyond the time of appearance of singularities.

Once again their proof relies on the maximum principle, since it uses techniques

of viscosity solutions for Hamilton-Jacobi equations, according to P. L. Lions

and M.G. Crandall. In both papers, the authors show that at a distance o(l)

from the moving interface, the solution is very close to ±1, but they do not

obtain a profile for the solutions as we do.

It cannot be expected that proofs relying on the maximum principle can

be generalized for higher order problems such as Cahn-Hilliard equation ; the

maximum principle is used in this paper only for time dependent estimates,

and it could probably be substituted by some other technique. The spectral

information (1.8) on the one-dimensional problem is highly dependent on the

maximum principle. However, §5 of this paper uses only Rayleigh quotients
and hilbertian estimates.

The news of the untimely and tragic death of P. de Mottoni on November
25, 1990 reached the second author while this article was in the last steps of the

revision process.
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2. Existence and uniqueness; estimates

Let 4> bea smooth function from M to itself; assume that there exists R > 0

such that

(2.1) \r\ > R => rcj>(r) > 0.

In this section, we prove the following existence and uniqueness result:

Proposition 2.1. For any Uq in L°°(RN) and any h > 0, there exists a unique

function u belonging to L°°(RN x [0, T]) for all T > 0, continuous from R+

to &'(RN) that satisfies

(2.2) u( - h2Au + <j>(u) = 0 in the sense of distributions on RN x R+ ;

and the initial condition

(2.3) u(x, 0) = uq(x).

Moreover such a function u is infinitely differentiable over RN x (0, oo), and

the following estimate holds

(2.4) \u(., i)|oo < max(|«0|oo , ^)-

This result is not surprising at all ; one might think that it is a standard conse-

quence of the large body of results pertaining to semilinear problems which are

bounded perturbations of monotone problems; unfortunately, theorems which

cover the case of an unbounded domain and L°° initial data do not seem to
be available; we could have started from existing results and performed an ap-

proximation procedure, but it did not shorten the proof; moreover, we need the

global estimates of subsection 2.3 below. The proof is organized as follows: in

subsection 2.1, we prove local estimates and regularity; in subsection 2.2, we

apply the maximum principle to obtain the uniqueness, and in subsection 2.3,
we obtain uniform bounds on the maximum norm of u(., t) and all its deriva-

tives on RN x [T, +oc], for all T > 0. The proof is concluded in subsection

2.4.

2.1. Local estimates. The first estimates we prove are local in time; assume

that (2.2) has a solution satisfying the initial condition, and essentially bounded

over RN x [0, T] for all positive T. Let /= -<j>(u). We denote by \v\oo the

norm of an element of L°°(RN x [0, T]). Under our assumptions, the function

/ belongs to L°°(RN x [0, T]).

Let f denote the fundamental solution of the heat equation:

Wt - Ag = Ô   inl^xl,     supp rciÄxE+;

it is given explicitly by

(2.5) W(x, t) = (4nt)-N'2 exp(-|x|2/4i).

The following relation is a standard consequence of the properties of funda-

mental solutions: for t' < t,

(2.6) u(., t) = %(., h2(t - t')) * «(., t') + /' W(., h2(t - s)) * /(., s) ds.
Jt<
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In order to estimate the spatial derivatives of u, we apply the method of trans-

lations; we define finite difference operators V| for 0^0 by

v(x + dek) - v(x)
(Vekv)(x)

e
where (ei, ... ejf) is the canonical basis of RN . If we apply Vek to (2.6) with

t' - 0, we obtain

(2.7)       V{u(., t) = (Vgr(., h2t)) * «o + /' Vf r(., h2(t - s)) * /(., s) ds.
Jo

An elementary computation shows that for all t > 0,

C,

/
-—(x, h t)\ dx <

\dxk

Therefore,

(2.8) j\VekZ(.,h2t)\dx<

hVt'

hVt'

l/le

With the help of (2.8), we obtain from from (2.7)

|V£w(. , Oloc < ^l"0|oc + —J¡—

Therefore, for all times Ti such that 0 < Ti < 7* < c», u is Lipschitz contin-

uous in space on RN x [Ti, T], and its spatial derivatives satisfy

du
(2.9)

dxk
<h~lLi(Ti, T, \u\oo).

If we apply two finite difference operators to (2.6) with t' = Ti we shall have

v»v-]«(., r) = [vgr(., h2(t - Ti))] * [vjf«](., r,)

+ Av^(.,Ä2(i-5))]*[V)/(.,5)]^.

From (2.9), we deduce that

IV^/loo < |V?M|00max{|^,(r)l/'-< Noo} < A_1^imax{|^(r)|/r< I«!»},

uniformly in // and /. Therefore, we obtain the estimate

|v£v>(.,*)l<^
i

+ 2max{\4>'(r)\ /r < \u\oo}y/7^Ti

Therefore, for all T2 g (Ti, T), the finite differences V6ku are uniformly

Lipschitz continuous; by Ascoli-Arzelà theorem, u is continuously differen-

tiable, and its first derivatives are Lipschitz continuous, with Lipschitz constant
h~2L2 :

L2 < CiLi
1

+ 2max{\<t>'(r)\/r< \u\oo}y/T-Ti
.V77=T¡

This enables us to differentiate (2.6) with respect to Xj at time t' — T2:

dju(x, t) = ?(., h2(t-T2))*djU(., T2)+ Í &(., h2(t-s))*(<fr'(u)djU)(., s)ds.
J T-)
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An inductive argument, whose details are left to the reader, shows that for

a = (ai, ... , aN) a multi-index, da = d"1 ■ ■ ■ d^N , \a\ = ax H-h aN ,

dau(x, t) = r(., h2(t - 7|Q|)) * dau(., 7|Q|)

(2'10) + /'   g(.,h2(t-s))*Fa(dßu,ß<a)(.,s)ds;

here Fa is a smooth function depending on the arguments d^u, for ßk <

Q/t, 1 < k < N, and the sequence T„ is increasing. On each strip RN x

[Tn, T], we have the estimate, for |a| = n

(2.11)        \dau(.,t)\00<h-HLH(Ti,T2,... ,Tn, t, \u\x,(f>).

The constant L„ depends on <j> through the bounds over <p and its derivatives

of order at most n over the interval [—|m|oo , Moo] • Therefore, we have the

desired regularity, with the additional information (2.11).

2.2. Uniqueness. In order to obtain the uniqueness, we consider two solutions

u and v of (2.2) with respective initial conditions Uq and vq . Let

M(t) = max(0, esssup(w(., t) - v(., t))).

Denote

y = sup {|</>'(r)| / \r\ < max(\u\oo, \v\x)} .

Assume that for some t > 0 there is a point xt such that

(2.12) M(t) = u(xt,t)-v(xt,t)>0.

then

A(u-v)(xt, t) <0,

and as M is left differentiable over (0, T),

d(u — v),       .     d~ ,,, .

for all t > 0. Thus,

^M(t) < -4>'(w)M(t)

where

w = w(x, t) G [min(w(x, t), v(x, t)), max(w(x, t), v(x, t))].

This implies that

(2.13) ÇM(t) < yM(t).

Assume now that there is no point such that (2.12) holds. If M(t) > 0, there

is a sequence {x,} , with \x¡\ -too as j —> oo such that

lim (u(Xj, t) - v(Xj, t)) = M(t).
j-HX>

An elementary argument shows that

lim (Vw(x/, t) - Vv(Xj, t)) = 0,
/-♦oo
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lim sup (Au (xj , t) - Av(Xj, t)) < 0.
j—*oo

Therefore, we still have (2.13). If M(t) = 0, and there is no point such that

(2.12) holds, (2.13) is still true: one has to consider the two cases: sup(«(., î) -

v(., t)) = 0, as previously and sup(w(., t) - iv(., t)) < 0, which is trivial. Let

us show now that

(2.14) limsupA/(0 = M(0).
t-+ o

As u(., t) is bounded in L°°(RN) uniformly in t G [0, T], and converges to

Uo in the sense of distributions as t tends to zero, we can see that «(., t) —» «o

in L°°(RN) weak- * . In particular, for t < s,

\u(., t)-v(., OU < supM(t),
[0,5]

and therefore,

|«o - uo|oo <   inf    sup M(t) = lim sup M (s).
íe[0,r]íe[0iJ] 5_o

On the other hand, (2.6) implies that

|W(., t)-v(., Oloo < |Wo-W0|oo + 0(l).

Hence we obtain (2.14). From (2.13), we deduce that M(t) < M(0)eyt. In
particular, the following implication holds:

(2.15) «o <v0 a.e. =>• u(x, t) < v(x, t),    V(x, t) G RN x (0, oo).

Exchanging the roles of u and v , we can conclude that

(2.16) \(u - v)(., í)|oo < ^7'l"o - Woloo-

We obtained a quantitative estimate of the continuous dependence of the

solution with respect to the data; it implies in particular the uniqueness.

2.3.   Global estimates.   Consider a particular solution of (2.2) defined by

(2.17) v(x,t) = p(t);    p(0) = max(R,\u0\oo);    p'(t) + <j>(p(t)) = 0.

Thanks to assumption (2.1), p is defined for all t > 0, and satisfies the estimate

\p(t)\<\p(Q)\,    W>0.

Moreover, v is a solution of (2.2) with initial condition vq = p(0). Therefore,

if w is a solution of (2.2), it satisfies (2.4). For all the derivatives of u we shall

obtain estimates holding uniformly away from t = 0: assume that we have

found T\ < T% < • • • < Tn such that

(2.18) Vm < n, Vq such that |a| = m, Vi > Tm : \dau(., r)|oo < Kmh-m.

Let

cn = maxswp\Fa(dßu, ß <a)(., OU,
|a|=n t>T„

which is bounded according to the induction hypothesis; according to (2.10),

we can write the inequality, for all t, t' such that Tn < t' < t, and a' with

|a'| = n + 1 :

|da'M(.,0loo<^
Kn

y/t-t
= + 2c„Vt - V
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If t„  is some strictly positive number, the choice  T„ < t' and t = t' + x„

implies that for t > Tn+i - T„ + t„

|Ôa'M(.,i)|oo<A-("+1)^n+l,

with

Kn+l = C\ ' +2c„sr„

2.4. Existence. Given u0 in L°°(RN), H>0, p(0) as in (2.17), and co an
infinitely differentiable function with compact support such that

co(r) = 1 if \r\ < p(0) + 1,

to(r) = 0 if \r\ > p(0) + 2,

co(r) G [0, 1]   otherwise.

we define 4> by

^>(r) = co(r)(p(r) + (\-co(r))H\r\.

Therefore, 4> is smooth, uniformly Lipschitz continuous on R and satisfies

condition (2.1). Solutions of (2.2), (2.3) with <j> replaced by <f> are fixed points

of the operator

Fu(., t) = r(., h2t) * u0 - [ r(., h2(t - s)) * $(u(., s)) ds.
Jo

By Picard iterations, we can find for all positive T an integer p G N» such that

£TP is strictly contracting in L°°(RN x [0, T]). Thus, y has a unique fixed

point; according to Step 3, this fixed point satisfies \u(., r)|oo < p(0). As <f> and

4> coincide over [-p(0), p(0)], the existence is proved.   D

3. Asymptotic expansion

Let To be a compact smooth manifold of dimension N - 1 embedded in

RN, and let A0(x) be the normal coordinate of x with respect to Yq . In a

small enough neighborhood of To, Ao is a smooth function of x. In this

section we prove that problem (2.2) with initial data of the form

(3.1) Uo(x) = 0 ( —g—- j    in a neighbourhood of Ao

possesses an asymptotic expansion of arbitrary order.
In the first subsection, we establish some technical lemmas; next, we introduce

the reader to a few geometric facts that are needed to write intrinsic operators on

manifolds and prove that the knowledge of the normal coordinate A(x, s ; h)

to the interface Y(s ; h), coupled with a very natural geometric normalization

condition, determines the parametrization X(k, a, s;h) of the interface up to
a reprametrization which is independent of 5 and h . In subsection 3.3 we shall

formally set up the asymptotic expansion. This involves as well an expansion for

the parametrization X(k, a, s;h) of the interface Y(s ; h) : we shall prove that

the normalization condition exploited in subsection 3.2 permits to determine,
at every step of the expansion, the parametrization of Y in terms of the normal

coordinate A : in other words, at every step of the expansion, the contribution
to the tangential coordinates is fully determined. The complete algorithm for
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the construction of the successive terms of the development will be described
in subsections 3.4 (devoted to the equations for the Aj 's) and 3.5 (devoted to

the equations for the vj 's). This algorithm will be justified rigorously by the
estimates of §4.

3.1.   Generalized chain rules.   The following technical lemmas will enable us

to make asymptotic expansions of composed functions:

For k G N, let us define the set

{a G (N)N , aj■ = 0 for j large enough / ^ ja¡ = k\

j>o J

Lemma 3.1. Let g : R ^ RN, f : RN <-* R be C°° functions.   Then for any
keN:

(3.2) J*L(fog)(x) = Y, akaDMf(g(x))<g)(g{J)(x))®a'
aÇAk j=\

where \a\ = 2^aj > £>|a'/ denotes the differential of f of order \a\, and ak are

positive numbers.

Proof. The result is obvious if k = 1. Suppose it holds for k < I : to show that

it holds for k = I + 1, consider

¿(Vl/(s(x))(g)(^">(x))^

= {DM+lf(g(x))®(gV\x))®tf+DWf(g(x))£as®(gU)(x)fj\
j=l s=l        j=l '

where

ßj = ("i + 1, "2, ••• , an) ,

ßsj = (a{, ... , a5_i, as - 1, as+l + 1, ... , a¡) ,  for 1 < s < I,

ßj = (ai, a2, ... , as-i, 1).

A straightforward calculation provides

(3.3) |£°| = /+1,     \ßl\ = l,     \<s<l;

moreover

Y,Jß(! = <*i + \+y£jaj = l+l;

Y^JFj =     H    JaJ +sas-s + (s+ l)as+i + (s + 1) +  53 Jai
,, 4s       ;>i i<J<s-i j>s+2

= y^Jaj + !=/+!    for 1 > j > k - 1 ;
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The new coefficients are still positive numbers: in view of (3.3), (3.4) we con-

clude that (3.1) holds for k = / + 1 as well.   D

Lemma 3.2. Let g : R i-» Rn , f:RxRN^R   be C°° functions. Then

^-{f(x,g(x))}

= f|(x, g(x)) + J2cpk £ apa^-D^f(x, g(x))®(g^(x))®°'

Proof. Let f(x, g(y)) = h(x, y).
It is easy to show that

dxk       -*   fr¡ kdxk-pdxp2    dxk

The result follows by virtue of Lemma 3.1. As an application of Lemma 3.1,

take <f> G C°°, 1 < k,  and define

k

(3.5) ¥*(u0,... ,vk~l) =       Y,      ak<t>iM)(v°)H(j\vJ)aJ.

a£Ak j=\
a^(0,...,0,l)

Then we can write, for any q > k

= <p'(v°)vk + Vk(v0, ... ,vk~l).(3-6) k}-£k4tvJhJ■dhk
^=° /    A=0

The proof is easily obtained, by writing

¿r(A) = !>'*'',
1=0

and computing dk<f>(g(h))/dhk . We shall use more often the notation 4*fc for

a function slightly different of Yk . We postpone its definition until needed (see

(3.27).

3.2. Geometrical preliminaries. Let T be a compact smooth manifold of di-

mension N-1 embedded in RN . Y is not necessarily connected. The manifold
T is equipped with the metric induced by the metric of RN . There is an intrin-
sic operator Ar defined on C2(Y) as follows: let (Xr, t) be a local chart on

T, with t(Xt) an open subset of R^-1 . In local coordinates, the contravariant

metric tensor is denoted g{k and gx = det(gjk) ; then

a^E^G'ä^--'))-

It is well known that Ar depends smoothly on Y and the metric of Y.

Let v(a) be a continuous normal at a to Y, and define a mapping Y from

RxT to RN by Y(k, a) = o+kv(o). Let k be strictly smaller than the infimum
of the radii of curvature of Y. Then, Y is a diffeomorphism from [-1, k] x Y
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m., [-ü]xr(i.O)

Figure 3.1.Tubular neighbourhoods, cylinders and all

that

to a tubular neighborhood 'V of Y; its inverse is denoted (A(x), S(x)). It is

clear that |VA| = 1 on 'V. We choose the direction of v on each connected

component of Y in such a way that A can be extended as a smooth function

on R^ which vanishes only on Y.

Define for any k the manifold parallel to Y

Y(k) = {Y(k,cT)/cjeY}.

If \k\ < k, Y(k) is smooth. Then, the TV-dimensional Laplace operator

on W can be decomposed as A1 + Arw . More precisely, let « be a smooth

function on W, and let

v(X,o) = u(Y(k,o)).

Then

(3.7)        (Au)(Y(k, a)) = |^ + ^AA(Y(k, a)) + (Ar^v(k, .))(o).

The above considerations carry over to the case in which the surface Y de-

pends on parameters: in our case, since we expect that the (unknown) interface

depends only on the slow time s = h2t and h , we shall denote it by Y(s ; h) ;

it will be smooth, and we expect that there exist constants T* and h* to be

determined later such that Y(s; h) will stay diffeomorphic to itself for s < T*

and for A < A*. Hence, and in all the article, we will mention no more those

limits, and the reader will understand that they hold whenever we write " for all

5 and h". Let k be strictly smaller than the infimum of the curvature radii of

Y(s ; h), for all h . Let T°(s) = {x G R* / dist(x, Y(s ; 0)) < 1}. By possibly
redefining k, we see that

{x G R" / dist(x, Y(s ; A)) < k} c ^°(s),     for all h.

In W°(s), the normal (respectively tangential) coordinate A(x, s; h) (resp.

S(x, s ; h) ) is smooth; the diffeomorphism Y(k, a, s; h) and the parallel hy-

persurface Y(k, s; h) are defined as in the previous subsection.
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Let F be a reference manifold, assuming it is diffeomorphic to Y(s ; A) for

all 5 and all A . There is a diffeomorphism S(., s; h) from Y to Y(s ; A). We
shall denote

X(k, a, s;h) = Y(k, S(a, s; h), s; h),

Z(x,s;h) = S(.,s; h)~lS(x,s;h).

With these notations,

(3.8) X(A(x,s;h),'L(x,s;h),s;h) = x,    Vx G ̂ 0(s), Vi, VA ;

(3.9) |VA(x,s;A)| = 1,    Vx G V°(s), Vs, VA.

It turns out that a purely geometrical normalization conditions determines

the parameterization X(k, a, s; h) of Y(s ; h) in terms of the normal coordi-

nate A(x, s ; h) : more precisely, we have

Lemma 3.3. Assume A(x, s; h) is given, S(cr, 0; A) is independent of A, and
the parametrization X satisfies

(3.10)
dX
— (0, tx, s ; A) «parallel to VA(X(0, a, s; h)s; h),    Vx G ̂ °(s), Vs.
ds

Then the parametrization of Y(s ; A) is defined up to a reparametrization of Y

which is independent of s and h .

Proof. Let m(a, s; h) be a reparametrization of Y, i.e., a diffeomorphism of
F to itself depending smoothly on 5 and A , and let

X(k, a, s; A) = X(k, m(a, s;h), s;h).

Then (3.10) implies that

——(0, m(a, s;h),s;h)is parallel to VA(Z(0, a, s;h), s; A).
ds

On the other hand,

dX dm
— (0, a,s; h)=—(a,s; h)-X(Q, m(a,s; h),s;h)

+ —(0, m(a,s;h),s;h)

Therefore, the tangential vector dm/ds(a, s ; h)-X(Q, m(a, s;h), s;h) has to

be parallel to VA(X(0, a, s;h), s;h) which is a normal vector. This implies

dm(a, s ; h)/ds = 0, and m(a, s;h) = m(a, 0 ; A). In other words, m is

fixed by its initial condition. But we assumed m(a, 0; A) = m(a, 0; 0). Thus

X(k, a, s; h) is determined up to a constant reparametrization of Y, and so

is E(x, s ; A). This proves the claim.   D

Let id bea smooth function of (p, a, t, s; A) G [-k/h, k/h] x Y(s; A) x
R+ x[0, r*]x[0, A*], and let

(3.11) u(x, t;h) = w (A{X,hh ';/z),S(x, A2r; h), t, h2t; h\ .
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We have a formula analogous to (3.7), which involves A :

(3.12)
-, d2w 9

h Au(Y(k, a, s; h), t; h) - -^¡(P, o, t, s ; h)\VA(Y(hp, a, s ; A), s ; A)|

+ h-^—(p, a, t, s; h)AA(Y(ph, a, s;h), s;h)
dp

+ h2(AT^h's^w(p,.,t,s;h))(a).

Let v be the pull-back of w by X(ph, ., s; A) :

v(p, a, t, s; A) = w(p, X(ph, a, s; A), t, s;h) = (X(ph, ., s; h)tw)(a).

We define an elliptic differential operator B(p, s; h) on the fixed manifold Y

by pulling back Ar^A,5;A) to Y using X(ph, .,s;h):

B(p, s; h)v(p, .,t,s;h)

(3.13) =AT^h>s<VW(p, .,t,s;h)

= X(ph,.,t,s; h)tAr^h-s^X(ph,.,s; h):lv(p,.,t,s:h).

It appears from this formula that B depends smoothly on s, p and A , and is

uniformly elliptic as long as Y(s; A) is diffeomorphic to Y. It is convenient,

at this point to introduce the notations

L(p,a,s;h)= ( —--AA] (X(ph, a, s;h), s;h)
(3.14) V»* /

T(p,a,s;h) = —(X(hp, a, s; h), s;h)

Here, dZ/ds has an obvious meaning as an element of the tangent bundle of

r.
We look for a solution u of (2.2) with initial condition (3.1) of the form

(3.15) u(x, t; h) = v (A{x' fr' h), I(x, h2t
A

Such a solution must satisfy the equation

; A), t, h2t; AJ

dv     d2v  . , rdv  . ,2 /_ „    . dv
(116)        Jï-dT2+hLd-p + hV-v'Bv + ^) + m = 0-

As usual, the notation T • v denotes the action of the vector field T on v .

3.3.   Setting up the asymptotic expansion.    The functions v, A and I are

expanded in powers of A as:

(3.17) v(p,a,t,s; h) ~ Y^if1, CT> t,s)hj,
j>o

(3.18)

'A(x,í;A)~5>;(x,s)A;,

Z(x,s;A)~£27(x,s)A;.
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Whenever necessary, AJ (respectively, YJ) will be identified to a vector field,

i.e., an operator of derivation in the k (respectively, a) variable. In such case,

we shall write A-'- (respectively, YJ-).
We shall make use of the following auxiliary expansions

C X(k, a, s ; A) ~ ^X7'(A, a > SW '

(3.19)

L(p ,o,s;h)~Y Li^ ' a ' s)hJ >
7>0

r(/z,0-,s;A)~^r>(/i,ö,s)A^,
j>o

B(p,s;h)~Y,BJ(M,s)V.
j>o

All the operators Bj(s) are second order partial differential operators over Y

with smooth coefficients. In particular, they are all dominated by B = B°(0) =
Ar.

If convenient we shall write

v orv(h) in place of v(.,.,.,.; A),

A or A(A) in place of A(., . ; h), etc.

To write the equations for vj, Aj , etc., we shall treat the slow time variable
s = h2t and the fast time variable t as independent quantities. This formal

procedure, which is a standard feature of multiscale expansions, will be justified

by the results of §4.
Using the expansions for v(h), L(h), 5(A), T(h) and formula (3.19), we

obtain the equation satisfied by the A;th order term of the development of v(h)

as follows. The operator A on L2(R) has been defined at (1.6); we denote by
n the orthogonal projection on ker A = R 0 .

Initially, T(0; A) = To for all A ; therefore, A(x, 0; A) = An(x). It is natu-
ral to take S(a, 0; A) independent of A , and we will make this assumption.

For k = 0 the equation is

.)2„0

(3.20)

with initial condition

(3.21) v°(p,a,0,s) = e(p)

while for k > 1 the equation is

(3.22)

d   o    d2vl

dlV  -ä7+^) = 0

(JH
' dvk~2   ï-ldvk-J-lTi

ds

fc-2 1
+ 5^(r' • vk~j-2 + Bjvk-j-2) + *¥k(v°,..., vk~1) \

j=o J
with initial condition

(3.23) vk(p, a, 0, s) = 0.
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Let us consider first the equation for v°. With the initial condition (3.21),

&(p) is a solution, so that, by uniqueness:

v°(p, a,t,s) = &(p).

The next equation reads

dv°

dp

where

L°(p,a,s)= (j^--AA°yx0(0,o,s),s).

To obtain a bounded solution for all t > 0, we require

(3.24) (l-U)Pl=0

that is

/.(-£*)**-0;
or, since L° is independent of p :

(3.25) (¿-i)A»(X»(0.«,,S).S,=0,
A°(x, 0) = A0(x)   for x G Y0.

Observe that this partial differential equation holds only over some unknown

submanifold of RN , denoted henceforth as

Y°(s) = {x G RN/A°(x) = 0} = {X°(0,cj,s)/o<eY}.

The initial condition is r°(0) = To . Equation (3.25) is certainly insufficient to
solve for A0 . We couple (3.25) with the constraint

(3.26) |VA°(x,s)| = 1,    \/xe^°(s),Vs,   .

which is but the lowest order term of (3.9).

We have seen in the introduction that (3.24)-(3.26) describes motion by
mean curvature of the hypersurface Y°(s), parameterized by a >-* X°(0, a, s).

According to the discussion of subsection 1.2, the motion by mean curvature

has a smooth solution locally in time, i.e., for s < rs¡ng. From now on, we shall

fix T* to be any positive number strictly less than T^ng.

By Lemma 3.3 we know that the parametrization of r°(s) = Y(s; 0) by Y
is fixed. As a consequence of the same lemma is that we can determine IJ and
XJ in terms of Ak (for k<j) and Xk , Xfc (for k < j - 1) :

Lemma 3.4. There is a matrix G with smooth coefficients depending only on Xo
and its derivatives such that

(3.27) ^i = GX' + QJ

where Qj is polynomial in A" for n < j and its derivatives and in X" , X" for

n < j - 1 and their derivatives.

Proof. Let ai, ...ojv-1  be local coordinates on Y.  The parallelism relation
(3.10) can be translated into

ßy ßv

— (k,a,s;h)^(k,cj,s;h) = 0,    Vfc € {1, ...JV- 1}.
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We differentiate ) times this relation with respect to A and we obtain

(328) OXLm + OXlËXL + Ql-o
(3-Z8j dak  ds   + dak  ds  +^-U'

where QJk is polynomial in the X" 's and their derivatives for n < j — 1.

On the other hand, differentiating j times with respect to A gives

dX°
(3.29) xi + Y^k-n + Q^O,

k

where Qj is polynomial in A" for n < j and its space derivatives, and in X"

and X" for n < j - 1 and their derivatives.
We differentiate (3.29) with respect to am and obtain

dXi     v   d*X° dXo dVk     dQ{ =
dam     ^ dakdam   k    ^ dak dom     dam

k k

We multiply this relation scalarly by (dX°/ds) and with the help of (3.29) we
get the relation

(3 30) dX^dX^ = T   d2X° .  j     d_Qid_X^ _   }
y       ' ds dam     ^ dakdom   k     dam  ds      KLm

k

because (dX°/dak)(dX°/ds) vanishes.
On the other hand, we differentiate (3.29) with respect to s and multiply

scalarly by (dX°/dk) ; since (dX°/dak)(dX°/dk) vanishes, this yields

(331) W^l + T^-V+^^-O
{i-il) ds   dk  +2^dokds2'k+  ds   dk   ~U-

k

Relations (3.29) for k = 1 to TV - 1 are a system of TV equations in the

TV - 1 unknowns Z£ . This system is of rank TV - 1 because the TV - 1 vectors

(dX°/dak)l<k<Nl are linearly independent. Therefore

(3.32) (Y{)i<k<N-i = F(QJ + V)

where F is a matrix with smooth coefficients depending only on Xo . Together

with (3.32), (3.30), (3.31) can be written in the form (3.27), where Q} depends
only on the X" 's and their space derivatives for n < j - 1, the k" 's and

their space derivatives for n < j, and G is a matrix with smooth coefficients
depending only on Xo and its first derivatives.   G

Corollary 3.5. If Xn , V (n < j - 1) and A" (n < j) are smooth, then Xj
and IJ are smooth.

Proof. Recall that Xj(0, a, 0) = 0. Then we integrate (3.27), and it is clear
from (3.32) that IJ is smooth.   D

Once (3.24)-(3.26) is solved, the equation for vi reads

OH'1-«-
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which together with the initial condition v ' (p, a, 0, s) = 0 implies vl = 0.

As a consequence, *P* depends only on v°, ... , vk~2 for k > 2, since the

only a e Ak having a (k - l)th nonzero entry is (1, 0, ... , 0, 1, 0). From

now on, we define

(3.27) Wk(v°,v2, ... ,k-2 k-2    „,k-l\
)=yVK(v",Q,v1, ... ,vK-\vK-1)

To solve the kth equation for k > 1 the procedure is similar: define -Pk as

the right-hand side of (3.22), namely

k-2

(3.28) j=o

Pk = Y UUd '   ' V + £ (TJ • vk~J~2 + Bjvk-J~2)

j=o

+ Vk (v°,... , vk~2^ +
dv k-2

ds

As L° vanishes, Pk does not involve Lk . Therefore Pk depends on vJ,

dvJ/dp, Bl, Ti only for ;', / < k - 2, and V for j < k - 1 .

3.4. The recursion algorithm: equations for the A7 's. We need to understand

the V 's in terms of the Aj 's and other slow quantities. The relevant informa-

tion is contained in Lemma 3.6. We need a definition: the trace of the third

fundamental form of r°(i), or equivalently of the square of the Weingarten

map, is denoted C(a, s); it is given by

rv-i

(3.29) C(a,5) = ^K2(a,s),

i=\

where (ic/)i</<jv— i denotes the scalar curvatures at the point a and at the time

s.

Lemma 3.6. For any I > 1,

(3.30) Ll(p,a,s)= ^ - A- C(a, s)j A!(x, s) + QUp, cr, s),

where Ql0 is polynomial with respect to p and with respect to AJ, Jj, Xj

(and their derivatives in x and s, x, k respectively) for j < I - 1, and x is

evaluated on r°(s).

Proof. Let us define

M(x, s; h)

MJ(x,s)

x,s;h),

(x,s).

We have
L(p, a, s; h) = M(X(hp, a, s;h), s;h).

To calculate the successive derivatives of L with respect to A , we shall apply

Lemma 3.2:

L'l\ = -^(p,cr,s;h)\h=0 = HM'(X°(0,a,s),s)

+ £¿7 Y/ap(l-p)\D^M!-''(g}(^(hp,cr;h)      )
®a¡

a€An
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Let us define Q[ by

(3.31) Ll(p, a, s) = Ml(X°(0, a, s), s) + Q[.

To obtain a more explicit expression of Q[ we calculate

d>X
(hp, a;h)

j pt]-s ys

= TTCSS1-_—uj-s

n=0       J=0dhi

Careful attention to the indices shows that

(3.32) Q{=VM°Xl + Q2,

where Q2 depends polynomially on Xq, Mq (and their respective derivatives
in x and k ) only for q < I - 1. Then

(3.33) X> = -^A> + Q>,

where ßj is a sum of differential monomials of the form

APl ® • • • ® A"' ® I"1 ® • • • $ I9" • X*

where pH-l-/V+<7H-\-qm+k < I, and k < I—I. Here the symbols Ap' and
Z9j denote differential operators respectively in A and a ; the tensor product

of the APi 's has a clear meaning because it differentiates in one dimension; the

tensor product of the lfl> 's understates the covariant structure of Y°(s) defined

by the obvious Riemannian connection on Y°(s) induced by the metric of RN .
Relation (3.33) follows simply by differentiating (3.10) / times with respect

to A and taking its value at A = 0.   D

Denote by v(a, s) the exterior unit normal at time 5 to r°(s); then by
construction (see subsection 3.2)

X°(k,a,s) = X°(0,o,s) + kv(a, s)

and

(3.34) ^X°(k,o,s) = v(a,s) = VA°(0, a, s).

From (3.31), (3.33), (3.34) we conclude

Ll = Ml - VA°VM°Al + Q0

where ß0 has the required property; recalling the definition of Ml :

Ll = (ds - A) A' - [VA°VM°]A/ + Q'0.

To compute VA°VA/° = VA°V (d/ds - A) A0 , observe that

as to -VA°VAA°, this term can be written as

_E/MvA0VA0)+£^2 = £¿f dxj \dxj J   ¿f   dxj       ^

OVA0

dXj

2
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The last expression is equal to the sum C(a, s) of the squares of the principal

curvatures of Y°(s), as a direct calculation in local coordinates can show.   D

A consequence of the above result is that we can write

(3.35) Pk = d(^--A-C(cr,s)]Ak-1+Pk,

where Pk depends only on quantities vj, Ai, etc. of order j < k — 2. An

orthogonality condition similar to (3.23) will lead to a partial differential equa-

tion on Y°(s), as will be shown in subsection 3.4 below; as at order 0, this is

not enough to solve for A'. Therefore, one needs the analogue of (3.25): this

is simply the term of order / of (3.11) squared, i.e.

/

(3.36) Yl VA'-'VA" = 0   onT-°(s).
p=0

The next lemma ensures the unique solvability of equations of the form

(JL-A-C(a, *)) A'(x,s) = R'(x,s),

VxGr°(s),V?G[0, 7-];

(3.38) (VA'VA°)(x, s) = Rl(x ,s),    Vx G Y°(s), Vs G [0, T*] ;

(3.39) A'(x,0) = 0,     VxgT0.

Lemma 3.7. Problem (3.37), (3.38), (3.39) is equivalent to a linear uniformly

parabolic problem on Y x [0, T*], with smooth coefficients depending on s and

a. Therefore, it admits a unique solution whenever R1, R1 are sufficiently regular

functions.

Proof. Let

Gl(k,a,s) = Al(X°(k,a,s),s)- A'(X°(0,a,s),s).

Then, we use (3.38) to see that

ßril ß x°
^-(k,a,s) - VAl(X°(k,a,s),s)^-(0,a,s)

= VA'(X°(k,a,s), s)VA°(X°(k, a, s), s)

= R'(X°(k,a,s),s)

and it is clear that Gl is completely determined by

G'(k,a,s)= /  Rl(X°(k',a,s),s)dk'.
Jo

Let
F(o, s) = A'(k, a, s) - G'(k, o, s).

If we substitute in (3.37) the decomposition A1 = F1 + Gl, we obtain

(3.40) (J^ - B(0, s ; 0) - c) Fl = R1 - (J^ - A - c) Gl.
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Here, of course, B(0, s ; 0) is the pull-back of Ar°(i> to Y via X°(0, ... ,s),

which is clearly a uniformly elliptic operator for s < T*.

With the initial condition (3.39), (3.40) possesses a unique solution. This

can be proved by appealing to results on elliptic operators on manifolds (see

for instance [Gi] or [Jo]) and the theorem of Kato and Tanabe on the solu-
tion of evolution equation with variable coefficients [KaTa], or alternatively the
variational approach of Lions [Li].   D

3.5. The recursion algorithm: equations for the vj 's. As we have seen, Pk

contains an operator acting on A^-1 plus other terms containing vj (for j <

k-2). Therefore, Pj depends on the ./así time variable t. Requiring, as we

did in case k = 1 (see (3.23)), that Pk be orthogonal to 0 would lead to an

equation for Ak~l with source terms depending on the fast time variable. To
circumvent this difficulty, we define the secular part of vk as

(3.41) vk(p, a, s) = lim vk(p, a, t, s),
t—*oo

provided that this limit exists. Let n be the orthogonal projection on 0R in

L2(R), and let

(3.42) ds        ¿     dp j¿

+ *V(v°,... ,vk~2).

We shall require that

(3.43) UPk = 0,

and we shall show in §4 that this weaker requirement ensures that vk is bounded

in suitable functional spaces, for all t > 0.
The only term involving Lk~l in Pk is dLk~x, because v° = v° = 0. We

have seen at Lemma 3.7 that

^ = ^-A-C(a,s)^Ak-i

xer°(s)

xer°(5)

t-i

Let

(3.44) Pk = Pk - 0 (^- - A - C(a, s)\ Ak~

Then (3.43) is equivalent to

(3.45) (JL-a-COt.^A*

and simultaneously we impose

.  k-2

(3.46) VA^-'VA^—^VA^-'VA"   on   3^°(s),

p=i

(3.47) A/c-'(.,0) = 0   onT.
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Finally, we define vk as the solution of

[ (dt + A)vk = -Pk,
(3.48) {  V

\vk(p,cj,0,s) = 0.

According to Lemma 3.7, the system (3.45), (3.46), (3.47) possesses a unique

solution for s < T*, provided that the right-hand side is known. But, by

definition, Pk depends only on vj, Li, Bj and T> for j < k - 2 ; therefore,

the resolution of (3.45), (3.46), (3.47) and (3.48) for all k will be possible
inductively, at least at the formal level.

As mentioned in the Introduction, v2 does not vanish in general; in fact, we

can apply the results of this section to obtain

(3.49) A!=0,     (J-t+A\v2 = C(o,s)pd(p).

Unless r°(j) is flat at some point, there is a second term in the expansion.

4. Estimates on the asymptotic expansion

It is our purpose now to establish estimates in L2(R) and pointwise es-

timates on vk and its derivatives Ba'da2vk/dsa2 and Ba'da2+lvk/dsa2dp.

The hilbertian estimates will enable us to see that the expansion is, indeed,

asymptotic, namely that the vk and all their derivatives in the tangential vari-
ables a and s are bounded in L°°(R) uniformly with respect to p, a, t, s G

R x F x R+ x [0, T*] (subsection 4.1)
In subsection 4.2, we consider first the following auxiliary problem: let f(x, t)

decrease exponentially to zero as |x| tends to infinity, uniformly in time, and

let v be the solution of dv/dt + Av = f, where A was defined at (1.7). If
we assume that \v(., í)Il2(r) is bounded independently of time, we show that

v(x, t) decreases exponentially to 0 as |x| tends to infinity, uniformly in time.

Then we use this result to show that all the vk and their tangential derivatives

decrease to 0 as \p\ tends to infinity, uniformly with respect to (a, t, s) G
T x R+ x [0, T*]. Hence, we may extend the asymptotic expansion of u, which

is defined only in a tubular neighborhood of r°(s) into a smooth function

defined over all of R^ for t < T*h~2 .
Finally, in subsection 4.3, we estimate in L2(R") and in L°°(R") the re-

mainder

pq-h= (j-t-A}uq'h + <p(uq>h),

where uq'h is the asymptotic expansion with q terms.

4.1. First estimates over Ak, ~Lk, vk and their derivatives in a and s. The

construction algorithm for the Ak , Y.k and vk has been described in subsec-

tions 3.3 to 3.5. We shall need more information on the operator A : let JT

be the orthogonal projection in L2(R) on R0 , and let the operator Ai be the

restriction of A to (ker A)1- = ker n. There is a strictly positive constant co

such that the operator norms of A J"1 and of exp(-L4i) in L2(R) are bounded

as follows:

(4.1) p-'H^&j    and     ||exp(-Mi)|| < e~wt,    Vf > 0.
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Moreover, there is a constant C such that

(4.2) P¡/2exp(-^,)ll<C^,        f>0.

Theorem 4.1. Let Ak, J.k and vk be constructed as in subsections 3.3 to 3.5.

Then, the following conditions hold for all j :

(4.3) j AJ is of class C°° over ^0(s) x [0, T*] ;

(4.4)7 V is of class C°° over T~°(s) x[0,T*];

{f)a2VJ                       ßa2 + lvj
Va = (ai, a2) G N2 , Ba> ̂ - and Ba' ^-~

v                               ds°2                ds<*2dp

are bounded in Loa(Y x R+ x [0, T*] ; L2(R)) ;

(4.6),-
Va = (ai, a2) G N2,  there exist constants y¡ < co and Cj(a) such that

-   da2vj
Ba'^-(p,a,t,s) +

V(p, a, t, s) G R x F x R+ x [0, T*]

da2+lvj
< Cj(a) exp(yj\p\),

Proof. The proof is by induction. For 7 = 0, (4.5) 0 and (4.6) 0 hold thanks
to the results about motion by mean curvature; as v° = 0 and w1 = 0, (4.5);

and (4.6); are satisfied trivially for j = 0 or 1.
Assume that (4.5); and (4.6); hold for all j <k — 2 and that (4.5); and

(4.6); hold for all j < k — 1. The induction hypothesis implies that the source
terms in (3.45) and (3.46) are smooth. It follows from Lemma 3.7 that system

(3.45), (3.46), and (3.47) has a smooth solution on T°(s) x [0, T*]. We can
use now Corollary 3.5 to see that rfc_1 is smooth over ^°(s) x [0, T*].

Let us prove now that (4.5) k and (4.6) k hold. Define vk by

(4.7) (d, + A)vk = Pk ,    vk(p,a,0,s) = 0.

The orthogonality condition (3.43) implies that vk(t) is orthogonal to 0 for

all t ; moreover, the source term in (4.7) does not depend on t, and (4.7) can
be integrated readily as

vk(t) = -Aï1 (I - exp(-tAi))Pk.

Assumptions (4.3); , (4.4); , (4.5); for j < k - 1 imply that Pk(., a, t, s) is

bounded in L2(R), uniformly with respect to a, t and s. Therefore, it follows

from (4.1) that vk is bounded in L2(R), uniformly with respect to a, t and

s.
Let us prove now that vk is bounded in L2(R), uniformly with respect to

a, t and í. We subtract (4.7) from (3.48) and obtain

J (d, + A)(vk - vk) = Pk - Pk ,

\(vk-vk)(p,a,0,s) = 0,

whose solution is given by

(4.8) (vk-vk)(t)= [ U(Pk-Pk)(t')dt'+ [ exp(-(t-t')Ai)(Pk-Pk)(t')dt'.
Jo Jo
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The induction hypotheses (4.3);, (4.4);, (4.5); and (4.6); for j < k - 1

imply that Pk - Pk is bounded in L2(R), uniformly with respect to a, t and

s. Thanks to (4.1), we can see that the second integral in (4.8) is bounded for

all time t.
Therefore, we have only to estimate the first integral in (4.8), namely

/ Y\(Pk -
Jo

(4.9) / W(Pk -Pk)(t')dt'.
Jo

Thanks to Sobolev estimates and the induction hypothesis, the vj 's are bounded

for j < k - 1 uniformly in p, a, t, s. As Pk depends polynomially over the

vJ 's and their derivatives for j < k - 2, there exists a ôk(0) > 0 such that

(4.10) \Pk(., a, s)-Pk(.,a, t,s)\2 < Ccxp(-tok(0)),

and we conclude immediately that (4.9) is bounded in L2(R), uniformly with

respect to a, t and s.
Let us show now that dvk/dp is bounded in L2(R), uniformly with respect

to a, t and s. We observe that for all u in H1 (R),

<C(\A^2u\2 + \u\2);
dp

thus, it is enough to study Ali2vk :

Al'2vk(t) = - [ A\/2exp(-(t-t')Ai)(ï-U)Pk(t')dt'.
Jo

Recalling property (4.2) of Ax , we can see that All2vk(t) is bounded in L2(R),

uniformly with respect to a, t and s. In particular, vk is bounded in

L°°(RxrxR+ x [0, T*]).
To show that vk converges in L2(R) exponentially in time to a certain limit

vk, as t tends to infinity, we decompose vk(t) on R0 and its orthogonal

subspace:

(4.11)       vk(t) = - Í exp(-Ai(t-t'))(I-U)Pk(t')dt'+ [ YlPk(t')dt'.
Jo Jo

The first integral in (4.11) is rewritten as folllows:

L
t

bk/Jcxp(-Ax(t - t'))(l - l\)Pk(t')dt'

+ / cxp(-Ai(t - t'))(l-Yl)(Pk(t') - Pk)dt'
Jo

= A\x (I- exp(-^!i)) (I - n)^

+ / exp(-Ai(t - t'))(I-U)(Pk(t') - Pk)dt'
Jo

= A~[l(I-Yl)Pk + remainder,

We deduce from the induction hypotheses that there exists a constant ok(0)

such that
sup\Pk(.,a, t)-Pk(., a, t,s)\2 < Cexp(-tSk(0)).
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This ôk(0) is the minimum of a finite collection of y,(a), where j runs between

0 and k—\, and the multiindices a are determined in terms of the dimension

TV - 1 of T through Sobolev estimates. Then the L2 norm of the remainder

is estimated by

C (exp(-ft>0 +
exp(-ok(0)t) - exp(-ûjr)

co-ok(0)

The second integral in (4.11) can be rewritten as

/ U[Pk(t')-Pk]dt',
Jo

which trivially converges as t tends to infinity; moreover,

I      />00 /-0O

/    Yl[Pk(t') - Pk]dt'     < /    Cexp(-4(0)r') dt' = C
\Jt Jt

<Cexp(-ok(0)t).

exp(-ôk(0)t)

4(0)

Therefore, vk converges exponentially in t in L2(R), uniformly with respect

to a and s, and its limit is

vk = -A^(I-Yi)Pk -        Y\Pk(t')dt'.
Jo

We apply the same type of argument to Al/2vk :

-Al'2vk(t)= [ A\,2exp(-Ai(t-t'))(ï-U)Pk(t')dt'
Jo

= ¡ A\/2 exp(-Ai(t - t'))(l-n)Pk(t')dt'
Jo

(4.12) + f A'2 exp(-^,(i - 0)(I - n)(P*(i') - Pk)dt'

(l-exp(-Ait))(ï-U)Pk

[ A\12 Qxp(-Ai(t - t'))(l-Yl)(Pk(t') - Pk)dt'
Jo

= a;1/2

= A7l/2(I - U)Pk + remainder.

The remainder is estimated by

/      .       ,      f'exp(-co(t -1') + ok(0)t')   ,\      _      ,   „j.
C I exp(-ctJi) + /   —Î-*-v        ;;    KK-L± ¿t' j < Cexp(-Ô't),

where 3' is any strictly positive number which is strictly smaller than ¿¿(0).
Let us consider now Baida2vi/dsa2.   As a consequence of the induction

hypotheses, there exists a ôk(a) such that

(4.13) B^^r(Pk(.,a,s)-Pk(.,o,t,s)) < C exp(-tâk(a)),

The constant Sk(a) is similar to the constant 4(0) : it is an minimum of a finite

collection of yk(ß), where j <k — \ and ß runs in a finite set of multiindices
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depending upon TV - 1, the dimension of Y.  As Ba,da2vi /dsa2 commutes

with A, for all a, we may write

d        \       da2vj daivi   u
_ 4.  i      P«i_ _ f¡a¡__ pk

dt+A)ti   ds«2 ~B   ds»2 F '

and apply the same arguments as above. This proves the desired estimates.   D

4.2.   Pointwise estimates of vk and its derivatives.   In this section, we prove

the following result:

Theorem 4.2. For all j > 0, and all a = (ai, a2) G N2, there exist constants

y'j(a) > 0 and Cj(a) such that for all (p, a, t, s) G R x Y x R+ x [0, T*] the

following inequality holds

(4.14)
_    da2vJ

5ai^T(/Z',7'í's) +
ßdga2 + lvj

(p,a,t,s)
dsa2dp

Cj(a)exp(-y'j(a)\p\).

The proof is in several steps, and uses precise analytical results on the fun-

damental solution of

IA   I» dV d2v 1,1     X a
(4.15) --—2-Z(x)v = 0,

where Z is a bounded function over R. They look very much like the results of

Friedman [Fr] who, however, does not prove estimates in unbounded domains

for large times. We recall the notation

a>,      s 1 (   \A2\

for the fundamental solution of the heat equation, and we observe that the

fundamental solution of (4.15) is invariant by translations in time.

Lemma 4.3. Let Z be a bounded function over R, and let 9~(x, y, t) be the

fundamental solution o/(4.15). Then

(4.16) W(x,y, 01 <&(x-y, Oexp^ZU),

and for all k > 0, there exists a constant K such that

(4.17)
d9~
dx

< ^=r(x -y,t(\+K))exp(r(|Z|oo + k)).

Proof. We proceed along the lines of [Fr, Chapter 1], and use the parametrix
method of E. E. Levi: we look for an !7 of the form

(4.18)    9-(x,y,t) = Z(x, ~y,t) + j Jg?(x-t1,t-T)*¥(n,y,T)dndT.

The fundamental solution satisfies (4.15), with y as a parameter. According

to [Fr] and the functional justification given therein, *F satisfies the integral
equation

(4.19)

V(x,y,t) = Z(x)£(x-y,t) + J j' Z(x)g(x - n, t -xyY(n,y ,x)dr\dx.
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Let

(4.20)

'V°(x,y,t) = Z(x)%(x-y,t),

Ü
It is proved in [Fr] that the series

(4.21)

Vk+i(x> y> t) = I   I Z(x)%(x-n,t-T)x¥k(n,y,T)dndt.

V(x,y,t) = Y,x¥k(x,y,t)
k>0

converges and estimates on bounded time intervals are given therein. For later
purposes, we have to know precisely how these estimates increase in time. The

following inequality holds

(4.22) \9k{.x,y,t)\<\Z\™Z(x-y,tYw

This relation is clear for k = 0;  assume that it is true at order k;  then, at
order k + 1,

(4.22) \Vk+i(x, y, t)\ < £ J\Z(x)\i?(x-n, t-r)\Z\kJli?(n-y, T)^dndT.

The following identity expresses the semigroup property of the heat equation:

(4.23)

J W(x - r\, tx)%(n -y,t2)dn = g(x-n,ti+t2),    Vi,, t2 > 0, Vx, y G R.

Therefore, the right-hand side of (4.22) is estimated by

rt rk

\Z\k¿2W(x-y,t)^ X-dx = \Z\k^(x-y,t)^-^Y

This proves (4.22). From (4.21) we deduce that

|¥(x, y, 0| < |Z|oo exp(i|Z|00)r(x - y, t).

This relation and (4.18) imply the first estimate (4.16).

To prove the second estimate, we observe that for all k > 0, there exists a

constant K such that

(4.24) to**'0 <£*(JC,(1+JC)/).

We differentiate (4.18) with respect to x :

(4.25) —(x,y,t)=—(x-y,t)+l J
ar

(x-n, t-xy¥(n,y, r)dndr.
dx v   ' "  '     dxv Jo J  dx

Therefore, to obtain an estimate over dx&~, it suffices to estimate

(4.26) a \dx
(x-n,t-T)\\Vk(r,,y,T)\dndT.

From (4.22), (4.23), and (4.24), we can see that (4.26) is estimated by

g(x - y, (1 + *)flJCVT + K|Z&1 jT fc! J*_ t rfT.
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We calculate the above time integral using the Euler functions B and Y :

f      Tk _ tk+l'2 fl     t'k        , _ tM'2B(l/2,k+l) _ tk+l/2T(l/2)

Jo k\y/t=l k\    ]0  JT—P k\ -  Y(k +3/2)'

We obtain a first estimate for dx&~ :

(4.27)

d3r(x,y,t)

dx < Si^c-,. (i + «W (■ +rti/2)E jfr^)

Consider the function

S(*) = l+¿
k=\

Y(\/2)zk

Y(k+1/2)'

Stirling's formula implies that

r(A + i)
r(ni/2)^'/2  as^°°-

Thus, for all k , there is a constant K' > 1 such that

r(i/2)r(fc+i) k    wk>l
T(k+1/2)     ^Kt1+K>  >    V/C^L

Hence, the estimate relative to g :

\g(z)\<K'cxp((l+K)\z\),     VzgC,

and therefore

\dF(x,y,t)
dx

< Ky/\F*g{x -y,(l+ *)/)*'exp(r|Z|oo(l + k))

which concludes the proof.   D

We prove now a useful corollary:

Corollary 4.4. Let V be a bounded function over R ; assume that there exists a

strictly positive number L such that V(x) > L, Vx G R. Then, the fundamental

solution $?(x, y, t) of

(4.28) (dt -dxx + V)u=--0

satisfies the estimate

(4.29) \&(x,y,t)\< txp(-Lt)%(x -y,t).

Moreover for all k > 0, there exists a K such that

(4.30) dx
(x,y,t)

K
< -j.exp(-(L-qK)t)g(x-y,t(\+K)),

where q = (\V\X - L)/2L,

Proof. Let

L' =
L + |F|C

and let
y (x ,y,t) = &(x ,y,t) exp(L't).
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Then, y is the fundamental solution of

(dt-dxx + V-L')v = 0,

to which we may apply Lemma 4.3:

\^(x,y,t)\<i?(x-y,t)exp(t\V-L'U,

dp
dx

<4=r(x-y,í(l+K))exp(í(l+K)|F-L'|0O).
V*

With our choice of L', \ V - L'|oo - L' — -L, and going back to 3?, we obtain

the desired estimate.   □

The next lemma gives sufficient conditions for exponential decrease with

respect to space of solutions of the parabolic equation

(4.31) v, + Av = f,    u(0) = 0.

Lemma 4.5. Let us fix L — (j>'(\)/3, and assume that there exists y G (0, vT)
such that

(4.32) \f(x,t)\<e~m,    VxgR,WgR+,

and that the solution o/(4.31) satisfies the estimate

(4.33) Í \v(x, t)\2 dx < I,    VígR+.

Then, for all k > 0, there exists a constant C such that

(4.34) \v(x, 01 + \vx(x, 01 < Cexp(-(y - k)\x\).

Proof. Let W = </>'(©) ; we rewrite (4.31) as

vt - vxx + (W- L)+v + Lv = f+(W- L)-V.

If we let V = L + (W - L)+ , we may apply Corollary 4.4 to v , and we obtain

(4.35)

\v(x, 01 < f Je~Ls^(x-y, s)[\f(y, t-s)\ + (W-L).(y) \v(y, t-s)\] dyds,

and

(4.36)

\vx(x,t)\<K í  [ -±=e-W-K»sg(x - y, s(\ + k))
Jo J   Vs

x [\f(y ,t-s)\ + (W- L)-(y) \v(y, t - s)\] dyds.

We shall analyze (4.35) and (4.36) together.   Denote s' = s(l + k) , with
k > 0. From our assumptions,

J?(x-y, s')\f(y ,t-s)\dy< jg(x-y, s')e~^ dy.

Let z be a solution of

zt-zxx = 0, xgR,?>0,
(4.37) . .

z(x,0) = e-*W,        xgR.
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A simple calculation shows that

exp(L7 - y\x\)

L'-y2

is a supersolution for (4.37), provided that L' > y2 . Therefore,

I Z(x-y>s>)e-?Wdy <***&*'M
J L' -yl

Hence, if L' < L,

(4.38) j   fe-Lsg(x-y,s)\f(y,t-s)\dyds<Ce-yM.

Similarly,

j  je-W-K»ss-{l2%(x-y,s(\+K))\f(y,t-s)\dyds

(4 39) °
f exp(L'(l + k)s - y\x\ -L(\- k)s) M

SJ0- yTs{L'-y2) a-Ce      '

if L'(\+k)<L(\ -k).

We turn to the piece of the integral in (4.36) involving v : with X > 0 such

that [-X, X] contains the (bounded) support of (W-L)- , by Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality and our assumptions we obtain

jg(x-y,s')(W-L)-(y)\v(y,t-s)\dy

< (4ns')1/2 I j   exp(-\x-y\2/2s')dy J

1/2

We have two cases:

1/2

exp(-|x - y\2/2s') dy

( V2Xexp(-(\x\-X)2/4s')   if\x\>X+l,

~ \ (4tt5')1/4 if |jc| < AT+ 1.

Consider the first case. If |x| > X + 1 and a = 0 or -1/2,

(   ¡W(x-y, s')(W - L)-(y)\v(y, t - s)\sae~wl-K))sdy ds

, f       (   (\x\-X)2     ....       ,, \ iQ-'/2
/  exp   --^—^-'— - (L(\ -k))s   —=-ds.

Jo     "\   4s(1+jc)     v " J ^Tk
<C

Let
\x\-X

2^(L(i-K))(i+Ky

Then, with the change of variable s = s*r,

/>(-^-(L(1-K))i)

sa-l/2
ds

<
(s*)a+i/2

7ÎT
=- /    r"-'/2
K Jo

exp

VTTk

-y*(r+j) dr'
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where

By asymptotics for Laplace integrals, as y* tends to infinity

f°° ra~^2 exp  -y* (r + -}   dr ~ J~^exp(-2y*).

In particular, for all small enough k , there exists a constant C such that for

\x\>X+l

['       (   (\x\-X)2     ....       .. \sa-^2,
/  exp   --4-71-V - (L(l -k))s   —. ds

¡AAns Jo        V   45(1 +K) ) vT+T
(4.40) / i-\

<Ccxp[-(\x\-X)jy±^ly,

we recall that a < 0.
In the second case ( |x| < X + 1 ), we can see that

/•OO

(4.40) /    exp(-(L(l-K))s)sa-1/4i/s<C,
jo

where C is bounded for all small enough «:.

If we put together (4.40) and (4.41), we can see that

(4 42) fj%(x-y,s)(W-L)-(y)\v(y,t-s)\e-Lsdyds

< Cexp(-|x|\/Z),    VxgR,WgR+,

and

(4.43) t
Í  j'g(x-y,s(\+K))(W-L)-(y)\v(y,t-s)\e-W-K»ss-ll2dyds

<Cexpl-(\x\-X)JL^~K>>) ,    VxgR,VígR+,

Putting together (4.38), (4.39), (4.42) and (4.43), we obtain (4.34), and the
lemma is proved.   D

We may see that this lemma is of a general nature and is easily generalized

to the TV-dimensional case.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. The proof is by induction, and it is an immediate ap-
plication of Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.1 to (4.13): indeed, P° = Pl = 0 and

P2 = C(-a, s)d(p) (see (3.49)) where d(p) decays exponentially by (1.6).   D

4.3.   Remainder estimates.   Let q > 0 and define for x G 7/'0(s)

üq'h(x,t) = ¿AV (Aq-l'h(Xh>h2t>h) > W-2,kiXj h2t. h)h2t> Á

;=o ^ '

with

Aq'h(x, s) = y£hJAi(x,s),    Lq>h(x,s; h) = ¿A>X>(x, s),

j=0 j=0
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where vi, Ai are determined according to the algorithm described in the pre-
vious section.

The remainder pq >h is defined by

(4.44) pq'h = í^--A\üq'h + (f>(ü','h)-

Lemma 4.6. For every q > 1, there exists a constant C depending on q and

the initial data Yq such that

(4.45)

and

(4.46)

max \pq-h(x,t)\<Chq+l.
■r°(hU)

1/2

ITa{s)
\pq'h\2dx)     <Chq+3'2.

Proof. Denote by Z?A the expansion of X with q terms, Xq>h the inverse

diffeomorphism, and Lq'h the analogue of L, with A and X respectively
replaced by Aq •h and Xq •h . Clearly, Lq •h coincides with the expansion of L
up to order q. Similarly, Bqh and Tq-h are defined from Xq>h and Aq<h .

Then,

(£-*)•"-±*v ' j=0

dV       d2VJ       .jq-l.hdvi

dp dp2   + dp

5>
j=o

+ h2[rq-x'h-vi -Bq-l>hvi + !jp\

dvJ  d2yi I ftl«-/-'.*^
dp    dp2 + dp

+ A2 Í Tq-i~2-h • vi - Bq-i~2'hvi + ^-\
(3 -    -        - ■ esj

+ 0(A?+1),

where 0(hq+i) is uniform in 5 G [0, T*], h G [0, A*] and x G 2^°(j), because

hi(Lq-h - Lq-i-]-h)^- = 0(A?)
dp

with similar estimates for the other differences; they are an immediate conse-

quence of Theorem 4.1. It follows from (3.6) and (3.28) that

(4.47)

(
(^t-A\üq'h + <t>(üq>h)

= ~[4>(v°) + h2<f>'(v°)v2 + ■■■ + hq(<t>'(v°)vq + V(v°,... , vq~1))]

+ 4>l\S2hkvk] +0(hq+1)
Kk=0 h=0
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Figure 4.1. Patching uq'h with ±1 in a smooth fash-
ion

By definition,

4>'(v°)vi + vj/;(vo s vj-ij m j\j—$   Y, hkvh

\/t=0

and Taylor formula with integral remainder shows that

h=0

(^-t-A\üq>h + (t>(üq>h) = 0(hq+l).

where once again, 0(hq+x) is uniform in s g [0, T*], A G [0, A*] and x G

"Va(s). Thus, we have obtained (4.45).

Let J be the Jacobian of the transformation (k, a) *-+ Xq'h(k, a, s). Then,

if p\'h denotes pq'h in coordinates (k, a), we can write

/ \pq'h(x,s)\2dx= f     \p\'h(p,o,s)\2\J(ph,a)\hdpda
J\\^i<(x,s)\<l J-ljh

= 0(h2q+3).

The conclusion is clear.   D

We now extend uq •h to all of R^ by using an appropriate partition of unity.
Let co be a smooth even function over R such that

(4.49) co(x) -{
1    if|x|<l/2,

0   if|x|>l,
0 < co(x) < 1, Vx G R.
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We let

(4.50) uq'h = co (A°iXh'S)) #'*(*, 0+(l - co (AOiXh,S))) sgn(A°(x, s))

The remainder relative to uq •h is

(4.51) pq'h= f^--A\u9,h+^uq,hy

For this global expansion in space, the following result holds:

Theorem 4.6. For every q > 1, there exists a constant C depending on q, and

the initial data To such that

(4.52)

and

(4.53)

sup|^'A(x,0l<CA«+1

(yVY¿*)
1/2

< CA«+3/2.

Proof. It is enough to observe that the difference between copq'h and pq'h

contains derivatives of vJ, for j < q - 1, which are at most of order 1 with

respect to any of the variables p, a and s. Moreover, Theorem 4.2 shows that

this difference has its support in a set where these derivatives are 0(e~clh).

the conclusion is clear.   D

5. Spectral estimates

Throughout this section, the time dependence is understated. Let Y be a
compact smooth manifold of dimension TV - 1 embedded in R^ . We define

the diffeomorphism Y, the normal coordinate A and the tangential coordinate

5 as in subsection 3.2; the latter are smooth on some tubular neighborhood

T~[k] of T, where for r G (0,1] we define ^"[r] of thickness 2r by

(5.1) ^[r] = {xGRJV/|A(x)|<r>.

Figure 5.1. The potential Vh in a neighbourhood oí Y
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Define a potential

(5.2) Vh(x) = <t>'(u°'h(x)).

where uq'h has been defined at (4.50). Let srfh be the selfadjoint operator in

L2(R*) determined by

(5.3) D(tfh) = H2(RN);    séhv = -h2Av + Vhv.

The lower bound of the spectrum of stfh is denoted xh ■ In this section, we

prove the following result:

Theorem 5.1. There exist nonnegative constants C and h* depending only on

Y such that the lower bound of the spectrum of srfh is larger than or equal

to -Ch2, for all A < A*. The same result holds true if one replaces, in the
definition of the potential Vh , the function u°'h with any patched higher order

approximation uq •h , q > 0.

5.1. Strategy of proof and first bounds. The proof of Theorem 5.1 takes all

the present section. Let us sketch its strategy. We associate to j/* a Rayleigh

quotient, defined for y e H1 (RN) and y # 0 :

According to general results,

(5.5) xh = inf Rh\y].
y¿o

This xh is an eigenvalue of srfh (see below), but it is not isolated in the spec-

trum of sfh uniformly with respect to A because the tangential modes of sfh

are only an 0(A2) apart. We compare the Rayleigh quotient Rh over R^ to

the Rayleigh quotient of the restriction of s/h to the thin neighborhood 'V\\fh\
with Neumann conditions. The comparison is made possible by the estimates

of subsection 5.2. The eigenvalue problem for sfh \^,^-, with Neumann con-

ditions is almost decoupled in the tangential and normal variables; moreover,

to obtain a lower bound, we restrict ourselves to the normal modes, that is to

a family of one-dimensional Neumann problems on [-Vh, vh]. A stretching

of variables leads to a family of Neumann problems which are very close to

d2z
-Q-i + <l>'(e)z = kz

on the line (subsection 5.3). This allows to show that the lowest eigenvalue of the

one-dimensional Neumann problem is isolated uniformly in A. To conclude,

we give an approximate eigenvalue of this one dimensional Neumann problem

to ¿>(A2), we apply a classical perturbation result for eigenvalues of selfadjoint

operators and we take an infimum over Y of the bounds of the spectra of all

normal operators.

Let co be as in (4.49), and define

(5.6) eh(p) = co(hp/k)e(p) + [1 - co(hp/k)] sgn/i.

Then

Mo,A(x) = e^AV)\
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*-   a,o)

Figure 5.2. Change of variables

It is convenient to introduce

(5.7) dh

-*   (|i. o)

deh

dp

We start with some very simple bounds on xh

Lemma 5.2. Let xh be the lower bound of the spectrum of séh . Then,

(5.8) lim sup x   < 0.
A—0

Moreover, xh  Is a simple eigenvalue of sfh, the corresponding eigenspace is

spanned by a nonnegative normalized eigenfunction Çh, and

(5.9) VA>0,    xh >4>'(0).

Proof. We know that the lower bound of the spectrum of sfh is given by (5.5).

To prove (5.8) it is sufficient to exhibit a function yh G Hl (RN) such that

limRh[yh] = 0.
h^O

Let yh(x) = dh(A(x)/h). In the numerator of the Rayleigh quotient we perform

the successive changes of variables

(5.10) x h» (k = A(x), a = S(x));     (k, a) h¿ (p = ^, a\ .

The Jacobian of the first change of variables is denoted J(k, a) ; we obtain

(5.11)
/[

h2\Vyh(x)\2 + Vh(x)\yh(x)\: dx

=hli
JrJ-

X/h

X/h

\ddh

dp iß) + <t>'(eh(p))\dh(p)\2 J(hp, a) dp da.

For A = 0, 0A = 0. Relation (1.19) and an integration by parts show that

j[d'(p)2 + <p'(B(p))d(p)2] dp= Í [-d"(p) + <t>'(e(p))d(p)] 6(n) dp = o.
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Hence, the limit as A tends to zero of the factor of A in the right hand side of
(5.11) vanishes, and the numerator of Rh[yh] is o(h). On the other hand, the

denominator of Rh[yh], after the changes of variable (5.10) becomes

(5.12) hf f     \dh(p)\2J(hp,a)dpda.
Jt J-X/h

As A tends to zero, (5.12) is equivalent to

A [ d(p)2dp [ J(0,a)da.
Jr Jt

Therefore, (5.8) is proved.

Assumptions ( 1.1 ) imply that </>' is increasing over R+. In particular, <fr'(0) <

Vh , which implies immediately that xh > «/»'(O). The limit as |x| tends to in-

finity of Vh(x) is </>'(±l) > 0, according to the assumptions on cf>. We know

from [Si] that the intersection of the spectrum of sfh with (-oo, </>'(l)) con-

sists only of isolated eigenvalues. For small enough A , (5.8) implies xh < <J>'(1) >

thus xh is an eigenvalue; let Çh be a normalized eigenfunction associated to
the eigenvalue xh ■ It follows from the Krein-Rutman theorem that Çh does

not change sign, and that xh is simple. Assume that xh = 4>'(Q) ', then

/"[A2|VCA(x)|2 + (Vh(x) - </>'(0))|CA(x)|Vx = 0

which implies Çh = 0. We have a contradiction.   D

5.2.   Estimates away from the interface.   In this subsection, we prove the fol-

lowing result

Lemma 5.3. There exist constants k and k' such that for all small enough h

(5.13) / [A2|VCA|2 + |CA|2]^<Â:V-fc/^.
Jw\T[-fh]

Proof. Let V = 4>'(\) > 0; we can rewrite the equation satisfied by the eigen-

vector ch

(5.14) -A2ACA + VhCh = xHh

as

(5.15) -h2AÇh + (V-xh)Çh = (V-Vh)Çh.

If öh is the characteristic function of <V\\fh/2\, we define

f = (v- vh)ôHh ;   h » (P- vh)(\ - sh)Ch.

Then, xh = v\ + v2 where Vj  (j = 1, 2) is the unique solution of the problem

(5.16) -h2Avj + (V-xh)Vj = fj.

We know that there exists a constant C such that

\V-Vh(x)\ <Cexp(-y\A(x)\/h).

This implies that

I/2U < Cexp(-y/2v/Â).
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Therefore,if we multiply (5.16) for j = 2 by v2, and integrate, we obtain

j(h2\Vv2\2 + (V- xh)\v2\2) dx < Ccxp(-y/2Vh)\v2\2,

because Çh is normalized. Since there exists a number a G (0, 1 ) such that for

all A
V-Xh>a,

we can see that

\v2\2 < a"1 Cexp(-y/2\fh).

Thus, we can conclude that

f(h2\Vv2\2 + \v2\2) dx < a~2C2 exp(-y/v/Ä).

Let us now estimate vi on the complement of "^[Vh]. For this purpose,

we use the Green function G of -A + p2 which is defined by

-AC7(x, p) + p2G(x, p) — ô     (the Dirac mass at 0)

for p a strictly positive number. For all positive p, there exists a k(p) which
depends continuously on p such that

max(|C7(x, p)\, |VG(x, p)\) < K(p)e~^.

Let

ßh = y/v-xh.

Since xh is bounded from above by V-a and from below by (/>'(0), G(.,ph)

satisfies the following estimate uniformly in A :

max(\G(x,ph)\,\VG(x,ph)\)<Ktxp(-\x\ph),

Vx such that |x| > 1.

We have

vi(x) = h~N JG (ç^, ph^jôh(y)(V- Vh)(y)Çh(y)dy

Since Ch is normalized, we have for all m the estimate

( Yl  f\DaCh\2dx\      <Cmh~m.

This is obtained by applying Da for |a| = m - 1 to (5.14), and by scalarly
multiplying the result by DaÇh .

Let us get now an estimate of |CA|oo : if m is such that Hm(RN) is contin-

uously injected into L°°(RN), we let

J2  \ \L>%h\2 dx = a2,
\a\=m

and we observe that if the function / is defined by its Fourier transform

m) = Íh(^(a2 + \^\2m)
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and g is defined by

*(« =
a2 + \$\2m'

we have |ÇA|oo < l/hláTk- It is clear that |/|2 < Ca and a simple calculation

shows that \g\2 < Ca~l+(-N¡2mK Therefore, we have from the definition of a

ICIoo < Ch~Nl2, and we can deduce from (5.18) that

\vi(x)\<Ch-™'2 [ G(*Z,/) dy.

Since we are interested only in |A(x)| > \fh , we may apply estimate (5.16) to

this integral, and we obtain

|„(x)| < CA'-^exp (jMx)\-Vh/2 Ä

Now, we estimate the integral of the square of this expression over the com-

plement of T~[Vh]. We have to consider two regions: where d(x,Y) > k,

there exists a constant K such that

d(x,Y) >max(k,K\x\).

Therefore, the contribution on this region is estimated as

1/2

(jdx rJvi(x)\2dx\     ^CA'-^exp^-A^.
ld(x,T)>X

On the remaining region,

L J(x,Y)-Vh/2„h
Vh<d(x,T)<X I A

eXp   _2»^">     VlLt^    dx

fl        I   k-sfh/2  „'

¡Vît

< Chcxp(-ph/\fh\.

^jM-^hM«

The gradient verifies an estimate of the same nature up to a power of A ;

by adjusting the constant in the exponentially small term, we can conclude the
proof.   D

5.3.   Reduction to one dimension.   We have the relations

xh =Rh[Ch],A_DArr/n_/(ÄWl2+FW)^
fWPdx

JnVn](h2W\2 + v"\th\2)dx

(5-19) * m>dx

Wä] (^IV^I2 + ^Kf) dx y[V-h] \th\2dx

S^Vh^h\2dx S\Zh\2dx    ■
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Let |A| be smaller than or equal to k, and let y belong to Hl (^[b]).   A

restriction of the Rayleigh quotient is defined by

Sr\b\ v^lVlf + Vh\y\2) dx
(5-20) *>■»- "    W,MV, •

This Rayleigh quotient corresponds to a Neumann problem for -h2A+Vh over

T[b\.
As Ch is normalized, relations (5.19) and Proposition 5.4 imply that

Rh[Ch] > (1 - k'e-k^)Rh[Ch , v%.

Here, and by an abuse of notation, we denote CA and its restriction to ^[y/h]
by the same symbols. In particular,

(5.21) Rh[Ch] > (1 - k'e-k/Vîi) inf Rh[y, \fh].
y¿o

Apply the change of variables (5.10), and let z(A(x)/h, S(x)) — y(x). Then

Rh\y, \fh] can be rewritten as

R"\y,Vh] /  /        (\(dz/dp)(o,p)\2 + h2\VS-z(o,p)Y
Jt J-lls/h

•\/Vh

-l/VS

(5.22) +</>'(eh(p))\z\2))J(hp, a)dpda

ç     rl/Vh

/   /        z(p, a)2 dp da
JrJ-i/Vh

We now define one-dimensional Rayleigh quotients depending over a : For

a function y e Hl(-b, b), let

(5 23) Rh[y   b   a]     ^dyldll)^ + ^(^»MV^> °)d»

¡\\y\2J(hp,a)dp

We have replaced 0A by 0 because we are interested in intervals [-b, b] such

that b < k/2h .
This Rayleigh quotient corresponds to a Neumann problem on [-b, b], with

slowly varying coefficients. More precisely, the operator is

with Neumann conditions at ±b. As is well known, all the eigenvalues of such a

problem are isolated and of finite multiplicity. The smallest eigenvalue of (5.24)

with b = \/\fh will be denoted n¡(cj). It is known to be simple, and the corre-

sponding eigenvector can be taken to be strictly positive over [-l/\/h, l/\/h].

The second eigenvalue will be denoted n^a). In particular,

(5.25) n1(a) = inf Rh[y, 1/VÄ, <r].
y¿o
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When A = 0, the Rayleigh quotient R°[., b, a] does not depend over a and

corresponds exactly to the Neumann problem on [-b, b] for

(5.26) yM_0 + ̂ (e)y.

From now on, we shall write Rh[y] instead of R°[y, l/Vh, a].
The proof of the following assertion is clear:

Lemma 5.4. The following estimate holds:

(5.27) Rh[y, Vh] > minnhi(a), Vy G Hx(T[y/K\).
a

To prove Theorem 5.1, it remains to prove estimates over r\\(a).

5.4. Spectral estimates independent of a . Let W(x) = </>'(0(x)) . Define an

operator AL by

D(AL) = {ue H2(-L, L) | u'(±L) = 0} ;    ALu = -u" + Wu.

In this subsection we show that for all a > 0 the intersection of the spectrum

of AL with (-00, (¡>'(\) - a) converges to the intersection of the spectrum of

A with (-00, <p'(l) - a), as L goes to infinity.

Lemma 5.4. Let (nL) be a sequence of eigenvalues of AL, with corresponding

normalized eigenvectors vL ; assume that there exists an a g (0, 1) such that

for all L,
nL <V -a.

Then, we can extract a converging subsequence from the sequence nL and its

limit is an eigenvalue of A.

Proof. The ideas of the proof of Lemma 5.3 will be used again but in a slightly

different fashion. Let a be a positive number, and let ö be the characteristic

function of [-a, a]. Let

f=ô(V-W)yL;    f2 = (\-ô)(V-W)yL

and let v¡ be the solution of

-v'J + (V - nL)Vj = f.

Then,

VL = Vi +v2.

In this proof, the letter C will denote different constants which do not depend

on L.
As in Lemma 5.3,

I/2I2 < 1(1 - S)(V - W)^ = |<¿'(1) - ^(6(fl))| < Ce-*.

Therefore,

(5.27) /   (v'22 + v¡) < Ce-2ya.
J-L
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Let us now estimate  Vi :   The Green function of -(d2/dx2) + p2  over

(-L, L) with Neumann boundary conditions is given by

G(x ,x',p) = *

We will define

( cosh p(x' + L) cosh p(x - L) e    ^   ,
-  psinh(2pL) - tix>x ,

cosh p(x' - L) cosh p(x + L) f ,
psinh(2pL) ttx<x.

pL = \]v-r¡L.

Since nL is bounded from below by </>'(0) and from above by V - a, ph is

bounded and bounded away from zero.

The function Vi is given by

vi(x) = j G(x,x',pL)fi(x')dx'.

For |x'| < a and |x| > 2a, we have

\G(x,x',pL)\ ^Cexpi-^lx-x'l).

Since vL satisfies the equation

(5.28) -(vL)" = (nL - W)vL

and is normalized, we can see that

|wL|oc < CL.

Therefore, we have the estimate

|vi(x)| <CL~l /   G(x,x',/íL)í/x'<CL-Iexp(-/xL||x|-a|).
J -a

A similar estimate holds for the gradient of Vi, so that

(5.29) / (v[2 + v2)dx<CL-1exp(-pLa).
J2a<\x\<L

Therefore, gathering (5.27) and (5.29), we can see that

/ (\(vL)'\2 + \vL\2) dx < CL'1 exp(-k2a).
J2a<\x\<L

Here k2 = min(2y, pL). In particular, letting a = L/4, we can see that

max{|ML(x)|: L/2 < |x| < L} < CL~2exp(-k2L/4),

so that

(5.30) lim vL(±L) = 0.
L—»oo

Since

vL(L)-vL(x)2 = 2 /   vL(x')(vL)'(x')dx',
Jx

we have

(5.31) \vL\lo<\vL(L)\2 + \vL\2\(vLY\2.
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It follows from (5.31) that

(5.32) \vL|oo is uniformly bounded.

Thus, we can refine (5.29) as

(5.33) / (v[2 + v2) dx<C exp(-pLa).
J2a<\x\<L

from which we deduce

(5.34) / (\(vL)'\2 + \vL\2)dx<Cexp(-k2a).
J2a<\x\<L

In particular, we can choose for all v > 0 a number av such that for all

large enough L,

(5.35) i" \uL(x)\2dx> \-v.
J—av

Since nL is bounded, we can extract a converging subsequence, still denoted by

nL ; its limit will be denoted n. From (5.28) and (5.32), we deduce that (uL)"
is bounded too; therefore, we can extract a subsequence still denoted by vL

such that vL (resp. (vL)' ) converges uniformly on compact sets to v (resp.

v' ); from (5.28), we can see that (vL)" converges to v" uniformly on compact

sets. Relation (5.35) implies morevoer that

(5.36) v is normalized in L2.

If we take the limit of (5.28), we can see that

(5.37) -v" + Wv = nv ;

it follows from (5.36) and (5.37) that n is an isolated eigenvalue of A .   D

We can deduce an important corollary from Lemma 5.4:

Corollary 5.5. Let n\ be the infimum of the spectrum of AL. Then, as L goes

to infinity, r\\ goes to zero, and r\\ is uniformly isolated in the spectrum of AL .

Proof. We can see by substituting v = 0(x) in the corresponding Rayleigh

quotient that

(5.38) limsuprçf<0.
L—*oo

But 0 is the infimum of the spectrum of A ; from Lemma 5.4, we can deduce
that

(5.39) lim n[ = 0.
L—»oo

Moreover, r\\ is isolated in the spectrum of AL : if there were a sequence

n2 such that n2 were an eigenvalue of AL and n2 - r\\ would go to zero,

we could consider the normalized eigenvectors vj- corresponding respectively

to nf for j = 1 and j = 2 ; then, after possibly extracting a subsequence, vj-

would converge to an eigenvector vj of A ; since v2 would be orthogonal to

vf-, v2 would be orthogonal to d1, which is a contradiction.   D

5.5. The o"-dependent spectral problem and conclusion of the proof. The result

of Corollary 5.5 still holds in the a -dependent case:
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Lemma 5.6. The eigenvalue n\(a)  is isolated in the spectrum of the operator

(5.24) uniformly with respect to h, a.

Proof. Consider the Rayleigh quotient Rh[y, \/\fh,a\; we can estimate its
numerator as follows:

AlVh

l/Vh

V2
dp

+ W(p)y2 J(hp, a) dp

2 rl/VhfL'vn \dy rl/vn ■,
> min J(k,a) / \-^-    dp + min J(k,a) I W(p)y2dp-

|A|<Vä J-i/Vh\dp \x\<Vh J-i/Vh

( \       r1,Vfi ■>
+    max J(k, a) - min J(k, a)   <p'(0) /        y2(p)dp

\\x\<Vh \x\<Vh J J-\/Vh

Similarly, the denominator of Rh[y, \/\fh, a] can be bounded from above by

fl/Vh

max J(k, a) \        y2(p)dp.
\\\<sfh J-i/Vh

Therefore,

*Vl/^.,Ó'^'>M
maX|A|<v/Ä/('l'Cr)

+  ,/(0) maX|A|<v^ W » g) - mm\X\<Vh W » g)

maxW<VÄ-/(A>cr)

Similarly,

i- maxu,^,/r/(A, a)   ,
Rh\y, 1/VÄ, a] </'-„;'  \Rh\y\

min|A|<v/Ä/(/l' °)

Since T is compact, we obtain the conclusion by virtue of Lemma 5.6.   D

Observe that this lemma gives us only an estimate of the type

n\(a) > CVh

which is not enough to conclude.
We display now an approximate eigenfunction wk of the operator (5.24)

corresponding to an approximation of its lowest eigenvalue. This approximation

will be an 0(A2).

Lemma 5.8. Let z be the unique solution of

(5.40) -z" +Wz = d'

which is orthogonal to 0. Let coh be a C°° even function over R, nondecreasing

on R+, such that

h     f 1,    on[0,l/Vh-l],
con = i L.

1 0,    on [l/y/h, +oo).
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Then

wh(p, a) = 0 + a4+^z coh(p)
7(0,(7

satisfies the Neumann conditions at ±l/Vh and

where

( ,i/vTi \ 1/2

Proof. Let us define

we start by computing

wh = 0 + AJx(0,(T)
7(0, <x)    '

I*™

J(hp^£K'»t£)+™'i
-Jx(hp, a)

dwh     d2wh
+ Wwh

J(hp, a) AV ̂ '   ; ÔA*       9/i2

h(hp,o) (a, , ¿.ft(0,g),./\     „«       í.^(°!(7),//
J(hp

i^(d' + h^lz')-d''--hà^l
,a) V 7(0, a)    ) J(0, a)

+ Wd + hWJ-g^±z.
7(0, a)

According to the definition of z we obtain

ph = hd' Jx(0,ct)     Jx(hp,cr) _ ,2Jx(hp, a)Ji(Q,a)  ,

J(hp,a) /(0,o-)    'L 7(0,0-)      J(hp,a)

The mean value formula implies that for each p there is a p' such that

7A(0, a)     h(hp, a) _.,   h(hji', a)2 - J(hp', a)Ju(hp', a)
7(0,ct)      J(hp,o)

The expression

J(hp')2

Jx(k,a)2-J(k,a)Ju.(k,a)

J(k,a)2

is bounded over [-\/Vh, l/Vh] by some constant C independently of A,
Therefore

(5.41)

/  ,1/vfi

\J-l/Vh

1/2

/Vh

A2

)h\2dp\    <h2c(fd'2p2dp)
1/2

(/*»«■)

1/2

max
\Jk(k,a) M0,a)

[-Vh,Vh]\ J(k, o) J(0> °)
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We had to truncate wh in order to satisfy the Neumann boundary conditions.

Therefore

1 d   /„,        „dw

(5 42) J(hp,o)dp
(^J(hp,a))^j + Wwh

œh~h + (Jx(hp,o)dco _ d^co\    h _ 2d_çod_h

P  +\J(hp,o)dp     dp2) dpdp

The extra terms have their support in [-l/Vh, -l/Vh+\]U[l/\/h-l, l/Vh].
Let us show that z(x) and z'(x) decrease exponentially with |x|. We know

that there is a constant C such that |0'(x)| < Cexp(-ß\x\) (see (1.6)). By

definition, z is bounded in L2 and |z|2 < C|0'|2i from (5.40), we have
-z" = d' - Wz and therefore

|z"|2<|0'|2(l + C|^U.

In particular, z is bounded. Let L belong to (0, <t>'(\)) ; we can rewrite (5.40)
as

(5.43) -z" + (W- L)+z + Lz = 0' + (W - L)-Z.

The right-hand side of this equation is the sum of the exponentially decreasing

function 0' and of a bounded function with compact support. Therefore, there

exists a (possibly different) C such that

Let

then

|0'(x) + (W- L)-(x) - z(x)\ < Ce-ßM.

C = C'e-yM    with y < ß ;

-C" + LC + (^-L)+C

= -C'y2e~^ + LC*-'|jf| + 2yCÔ(x) + (W - L)+C'e~^

> ce-ew,

provided that C'(L - y2) > C. It is clearly possible to find y and C such
that these conditions hold. Therefore C is a positive global supersolution and
by the maximum principle, |z(x)| < Ç(x), i.e.,

(5.44) |z(x)| < C*-'W.

We need an analogous estimate for Ç : to this end, we differentiate (5.40):

-z'" + Wz' = 0" - Wz.

The same argument applies, by virtue of (1.5) and (5.43). Concluding, in (5.42),

the first term is bounded in L2 by (5.41), the extra terms can be estimated in L2

norm by Cexp(-y/Vh) (with possibly a different y). The lemma is proved.   D

To conclude, we need a perturbation result for isolated eigenvalues of self-

adjoint operators:
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Lemma 5.9. For A* > 0, let {Ah}0<h<h, be a family of selfadjoint operators in

a (complex) Hubert space ßf, with norm \ • | and scalar product (., .).

We assume that

(i) there exists a complex number p and a positive number a such that, for

all A G (0, A*), Ah - Ç has a bounded inverse if \Ç - p\ = a ;
(ii) there exist families ofvectors {wh} , {ph} and of complex numbers {kh}

such that for all h

Ahwh = khwh + ph ,     \kh-p\<a:

(5'45) ' \wh\ = 1    and    lim 1/1 = 0.
A-0

(iii) for all h, Ah has a unique eigenvalue ph in the disc B(p; a) of center

p and radius a. Then

(5.46) A*-/= 0(|/|).

Proof. Let Ph be the projection operator on ker (Ah - ph), given by

Ph = ^ i(C-Ah)-ldC
iTll     Jy

where y is the circle of center p and radius a :

y :[0, 2n)~p + ae''.

Since

we can write

Therefore

(A* - Qwn = Ahwn -Çw" - p

wh = -       -¿-W"

2ni Jykh - C 2ni Jy

kh-C A* - C "

kh-CI y "■ ^ <-■--  Jy

Here the first integral equals wh by Cauchy's theorem, the second is 0(|/|),

since \(Ah - £)-1|, \kh - £|_1 are uniformly bounded by a constant for Ç e y

and A G (0, A*). It follows that Phwh - wh = / where |/| = 0(|/|). On
the other hand, if zh e ker(Ah - ph), and zh is normalized:

phwh = (wh , zh)zh ,

hence
(wh, zh)zh -wh =/.

We multiply this relation scalarly by wH :

\(wh , zh)\2 - \ = (ph , wh),

which proves that

(5.47) \im\(wh,zh)\ = \.
A-0
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Multiplying scalarly (5.45) by zh gives

(ph - kh)(wh , zh) = (zh , ph).

Taking into account (5.47), we immediately obtain (5.46).   D

Proof of Theorem 5.1. From Lemmas 5.5, 5.6, 5.8 we see that r\\ (a) is isolated
uniformly in a, h . Then we may apply Lemma 5.9 to the following situation:

Ah is the operator defined in (5.24), wh, / are as specified in Lemma 5.8,

kh = 0, p = 0, / = r\h(o). We conclude that nh(a) is 0(A2) uniformly

in a. By the results of subsections 5.1, 5.3, n\(a) is a lower bound for the

spectrum of j/a . The last statement is proved observing that, since vl = 0,
üq'h differs from u°'h by terms which are 0(A2) (in any norm). The proof is

complete.   D

So far, we have understated the dependence on the (slow) time í . As a matter

of fact, T and Vh depend smoothly on s when s varies in the compact interval
[0, T*], so that Theorem 5.1 holds uniformly in time.

6. Comparison with the exact solution

Now that we have the spectral estimates of the previous section, and the

precise asymptotic expansions of §4, we are able to compare the exact solution

of (2.2) and its asymptotic expansion, by means of the following result:

Theorem 6.1. Assume that u satisjies

ut - h2Au + (j)(u) = p

with initial data
u(x,0) = u°'h(x,0).

Assume that v is the (exact) solution of

vt - h2Av + <j>(v) = 0,

with initial data

v(x, 0) = v0(x).

If, for t < T*h~2, the remainder p can be estimated by

\p(t)\2 < C2h"2,     |/>(0U < CooA«~

and the difference between the initial data by

|«o - «0I2 < C2hq2'2,    \u0 - woloo < CocA«°°-2,

and if q2 > max(6, 4 + TV/2) and qoo>4, then, the following estimate hold for
t < T*h~2, and for small enough A :

|«(0 - «(OI2 < C'2hq2-2,    \u(t) - i/(0U < CoAmin(9~-2' q2~4).

Proof. Let us denote w = u - v , so that

wt - h2Aw + 4>'(u)w =vt- h2Av + <f>'(u)v - ut + h2Au - 4>'(u)u

= -p- 4>(v) + 4>(u) + 4>'(u)(v - u).
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If we set

t <f>(u+w)-m-<P'(u)w .{w
xp(u, w) = < w2

( 2<j)"(u) otherwise,

the function w satisfies the partial differential equation

(6.1) wt - h2Aw + 4>'(u)w = -p - xp(u, w)w2.

By construction, \p is continuous in u and w ; as u and w are bounded, for

all time t < T*h~2 , \xp(u, w)\oo is bounded for t < T*h~2 by a constant. We

denote by a(t) the L2 norm of «(0, and by co(t) its L°° norm.

According to Theorem 5.1, there exists a constant K such that for t <

T*h~2,
(-h2Aw + <f>'(u)w, w) > -Kh2a2.

Therefore, we have the differential inequality

(6.2) 0(0 < Kh2a(t) + \p(t)\2 + \xp(u, w)|ooa(0ca(0-

On the other hand, we may write

w(., t) = f(., A20 *w0- I %(.,(t- s)h2) *[p + xp(u, w)w2 + <f/(u)w](s) ds,
Jo

which yields

(6.3)

o)(t) < |woU+ /  \p(s)\oods+ i \g(., (t-s)h2)*[xp(u, w)w2+<f)'(u)w](s)\0Ods.
Jo Jo

Let us compute |f (., OI2 :

|r(., OI2 = (f(4nt)-Nexp(-x2/2t)dx)

- ( I(4nt)~Nexp(-\y\2/2)tNl2dy\

= C(N)rNi\

We have to distinguish between three cases: TV < 4, TV = 4 and TV > 4.

(i)  TV < 4.  We denote by Cv and Q respectively the upper bounds of

\xp(u, w)(t)\oo and |0'(«)(O|oo • From (6.3), we deduce that

(6.4)

co(t) < CooA?~-2 + iCooA«» + max (co(s)a(s)C¥ + a(s)C¿) [
s6[0,í]V * *' Jo

1/2

1/2

(h2(t-s))N/4

t\ -{NI A)
< C^h^-2 + /CooA«~ + max (co(s)a(s)C¥ + a(s)C<l>) h~N'2 1 _

Let [0, r(A)A"2], be the largest time interval included in [0, T*h~2] over

which co(t) < C"h2, where C" is a positive number which will be determined

later. If C" > C«,, a continuity argument shows that t(h) > 0, but t(h) might

be small with A . On [0, t(h)h~2], (6.2) becomes

(6.5) 0(0 < (K + C¥C")h2a(t) + C2A«2.
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Let K' = K + C¥C" ; then, a Gronwall lemma yields

a(t) < a(Q)cxp(K'h2t) + C2hq2-2exp{K'£t] ~ * < (c2 + g) eK'T'hq2~2.

We summarize this inequality by

(6.6) a(t) < C'2hq2-2 ,

for t <t(h)h~2. We substitute this estimate of a in (6.4) and obtain

(6.6)

to(t) < (Coo + r Coo)Afl~-2 + (Ce«,** + C^~2)C¿A-2 j'_ C(TV),

and the right-hand side of this inequality is less than C"hq°°~2 < C"h2 , pro-
vided that

r*l-(TV/4)C(TV)
<72>6, <7oc>4,     C">r*Coo + Coo + 2C^C,

A < min ( 1,

■    1-W4)

Ce

C"Ca

Under these conditions, it is clear that t(h) = T*, by a standard connectedness

argument.
(ii) TV = 4. We have to adjust the previous proof because 1/r has a non-

integrable singularity at t = 0. The first step is to observe that if t = O(l), we

deduce from (6.3) the crude estimate

co(t) < CooA«~-2 + CooA?°° + / [C¥co(s)2 + C^co(s)] ds.
Jo

As we know that w is bounded uniformly in time, an application of Gronwall

lemma with constants which do not have to be precise gives

(6.7) <y(0<(CooAfe-2 + CooA?~)O(l)    for t < 0(1).

Assume now that t > 1. We split the second integral which appears in (6.3).

Assume y > 0, and let t' = t - h7. Then

t-i
\%(., (t - s)h2) * [xp(u, w)w2 + </>'(w)it;](5)|oo ds

Jo

+ (t- t') max (co(s)2C¥ + co(s)Cé).
í€[0,/] W

We use the notations of the case TV < 4 ; on the interval [0, t(h)h~2], (6.5),

(6.6) hold and by substitution in (6.8)

co(t) < (Coo + r*Coo)A^-2 + (log(r*A-2-5')A?2-4C(4)C'2(C^ + C"h2C¥))

+ h2+?C"(C¿ + C¥C"h2).

The argument of the previous case shows that if q2 > 6, qoo > 4, C" large

enough and A small enough, t(h) = T*, and the error estimate

|<y(0l<cAmin(«°°-2'i2-4)

holds true.
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(iii) TV > 4. With the same splitting as in the previous case, we have

w(0<(C'Oo + r*Coc))A^-2

AJ-(l-(JV/4))-W2)

+ A«-2C(TV)QQ + C"A2C„r  {N/4)_l

+ h2+7C"(C4, + C¥C"h2).

The argument of the previous two cases shows that if q2 > 4 + (TV/2), tfoo > 4,
y small enough, C" large enough and for all small enough A, we can take

t(h) = T.   D

Theorems 4.6, 5.1 and 6.1 show that with q = 5 terms in the expansion of u

for TV < 4, the error between the exact solution and uq •h is small with A . The

number of necessary terms in the expansion increases linearly with the space
dimension. It is clear from the statement of Theorem 6.1 that an arbitrarily

high precision can be achieved by increasing q .
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